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—News In Brief
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Weather
may help
finish road
--A work early

Pathologists continue effort
to identify Challenger crew
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla.(AP) — The grim work of identifying the remains of some of Challenger's crew Could also help
authorities understand the causes of the explosion that destroyed
the spec ?. shuttle.
The lsh.tional Aeronautics and Space Administration has maintained tight secrecy about the search since it announced Sunday
that astronaut remains had been found in the broken crew cabin
at the. bottom of the Atlantic.
The agency has not acknowledged that remains have been
recovered, but sources who spoke on condition of anonymity said
some bodies or parts of bodies were brought secretly to Port
Canaveral on Saturday night aboard the Navy salvage ship USS
Preserver, which came in without running lights.
The sources said the remains were transferred to a hospital at
Patrick Air Force Base, 25 miles south of here, and that forensic
experts began examinfng them Monday.
NASA said it would respect family wishes and remain silent until the recovery and identification processes are completed. It
was not clear what NASA would do with the remains once they
were identified.
Winds that whipped up 8 foot Waves prevented'Preserver's
divers from dropping to the ocean bottom Monday and the ship
returned to port in late afternoon without recovering additional
. material.
•
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Murray Fire Chief James Hornbuckle tests the warning system
earlier today.

Agencies test severe weather
warning signals this morning
At 9:19 a.m. today, the city and Murray State University tested
their respective warning sirens as Murray and Calloway County
joined with the rest of the state in a Severe Weather Warning
Test.
Charlie Adams. Calloway County Disaster and Emergency
Services director, explained that today's test was conducted "to
test the community's preparedness" in the event of a disaster.
This week has been named Severe Storms Awareness Week by
the Division of Disaster and Emergency Services.
. The Murray-Calloway County Hospital will welcome local
students to the hospital for a mock exercise Thursday afternoon,
according to a hospital spokesperson.
Adams went on to urge local residents and businesses to check
their emergency plan this week and if they don't have a plan to initiate an emergency plan in the event of a severe storm.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines — In a continuing effort to recover the
allegedly ill-gotten wealth of ex-president Ferdinand E. Marcos,
officials of President Corazon Aquino's new government plan to
travel to Hawaii to inspect documents taken by Marcos and held
by U.S. Customs officials.
WASHINGTON — Spring flooding could threaten shoreline
,communities along the upper Great Lakes and spill waters onto
the streets of Salt Lake City, the National Weather Service is
warning.
BEIKUT. Lebanon — The mediator in the effort to free French
hostages held by Shiite Moslems rushed to Beirut to prevent "further carnage" after the kidnappers release photos purporting to
prove their claim they they killed one of their captives.

PLANTING SOME PIPE — Crenshaw Excavating employee Stanley Morris, Murray, runs the compactor to pack the ground over some relocated sewer pipe along South 12th Street. In addition to the
sewer pipe, water and gas lines must also be moved before any road construction can begin on the fourlaning of U.S. 641 through Murray.
Staff photo tit Dat id Tut k

By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
A moderate winter has put the
four-laning of U.S. 641 through
Murray ahead of schedule and
the project may be completed
before the estimated finishing
date of August 20, 1987, says
John Puryear, chief engineer of
the district Kentucky Department of Highways office in
Reidland.
"The weather's been exceptionally „good," Puryear said.
"We're ahead of schedule.
Hopefully, we'll finish ahead of
schedule if we have a good fall."
The contract for the project
was awarded to the Jim Smith
Contracting Company of Lake
City in early September with a
bid of just over $6 million.
At present, crews are moving
the sewer lines on the west side
of 12th street from Main to
Poplar. Butch Sergeant. Murray's director of planning and
zoning, noted that the sewer
lines will also have to be moved
along the east side of 12th Street.
Then, the new gas and water
lines will be placed on top of the
sewer lines (the deepest of the
three pipe systems). All these
utilities, Sergeant said, must be
relocated before any of the actual road construction can
begin.
And, as if the U.S. 641 utilities
difficulties weren't enough to
keep the city busy, Sergeant also
said that city crews would have
to move all the utilities along
Glendale Road in south Murray
before the - April 23 contractletting date to get ready for,the
road's eastward extension to
Ky. 121. Crenshaw Excavating
(Cont'd on page 8)

Judge's ruling may assist soldiers' families
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)
— A federal bankruptcy judge
has rendered two rulings that
will have a favorable effect on
pending litigation stemming
from the crash of.a chartered
plane that killed 248 Fort Campbell soldiers.
, Richard Brown, an attorney
with the San Francisco law firm
of Melvin Belli, said the Miami
judge's decisions resulted after

a court hearing last week for Arrow Air Inc.
The Miami-based airline is the
principal defendant named in
scores of lawsuits filed by survivors of soldiers killed in the
Dec. 12 crash in Gander, Newfoundland. It filed for
reorganization under federal
bankruptcy laws on Feb. 11.
'At the hearing, the judge
ordered Arrow Air to produce

hard copies of their insurance
policies for review by the plaintiffs' counsel and (insurance 1
experts," Brown said.
"And they're supposed to do
this within three weeks so that it
can be determined by us
whether there exists valid insurance and sufficient coverage
to compensate all the potential
plaintiffs in the ease," he said.
Associated Aviation Under-

writers of New York, which is
Arrow Air's insurer, previously
had revealed that the airline had
insurance coverage providing
$350 million for every crash.
But Brown said that John
Martin. an attorney for the insurance company,told the judge
Thursday that only 13-and-a-half
percent of Arrow Air's total in(Cont'd on page 8)
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hen Ntikolcik
Tonight, increasing
cloudiness with a 60 percent
chance of rain developing.
Low from 45 to 50. Southeast
wind 10 to 15 mph. Wednesday, occas.Vonal
thunderstorms and mild.
Extended Forest
The extended forecast calls
for windy, mild weather with
good chance of showers and
storms Thursday and Friday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.9
Barkley Laice
355.0
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Wendy Parker

Bill Maddox

Students to compete in Golden 100
ro
I juniors from
Four high
°Will compete in
the Murray ails
the Golden 100 scholastic competition Sunday and Monday.
March 16-17, at Murray. State
University.
They are Bill Maddox, son of
William and -Brenda Maddox.
1205 Doran Road, Ken Mikuletk,
son of John and Marilyn
Mikulcik, 1613 Keenland both
students at Murray kligh School,
and Wendy Parker, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Joe
Parker. 2012 Colley,: Farm
Read, and Lee Ann 'Rayburn,
-daughter of R. David and Wanda
L. Rayburn of Murray Route 3.
County
students at Cal Iowa'
High School.
They, along with 96 other
eleventh graders will be tested
in English. mathematics.
natural science and social
science.
Nomination for the Golden 100

contest is open to all qualified
juniors from accredited Kentucky high schools. The Golden
100 Judicial Committee, with
Mrs. Jesse Stuart of Ct,reenup
County as honorary chairman,
selected the 100 finalists from
approximately 400 applicants.
"Participation in the Golden
100 means valuable recognition
for the students and increases
thei eligibility for college
scholarships nationally," coor-

dinator Mary Wagner said. In
addition, they gain confidence
through rigid competition and
will receive certificates signed
by Gov. Martha Layne Colkris.—
Students who earn top scores
in the academic testing will be
awarded trophies; those who
write outstanding entry essays
will also receive awards. Their
local high schools will be sent
plaques for permanent display.
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Hospital will sponsor two-day
'Baby Fair'for parents, public
A two-day Baby Fair, the
theme of which is "Miracle
Moments':, has been scheduled
for Saturday and Sunday, March
22 and 23, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The fair has been planned to
help familiarize the general
public, particularly prospective
parents and parents of infants or
toddlers, with the comprehensive and family -centered
obstetric and pediatric care
available at the Murray
hospital.
"Our obstetricians and
pediatricians .long have been
leaders in West Kentucky and
West Tennessee," says Stuart
Poston. administrator of the
218-bed center.
"Often they have been among
the- first to establish new
policies, procedures and programs in obstetric and pediatric
care, and we want tu show the
public what we have to offer in
these areas."
The fair hours are from 10
a.m. until 4 p.m. on March 22,
and from noon until 4 p.m. the
following day
Display booths, tours and
films will present a wide scope
of information dealing with

childbirth and care of the
newborn. Some of the areas
covered wil be infant development, prenatal and infant nutrition, new and improved infant
products, maternity, baby and
toddler fashions and child
safety.
Tours will be conducted
periodically through the
hospital's modern and .fullyequipped labor arid delivery,
nursery and maternity facilities
on the hospital's fourth floor.
New and revised policies dealing with sibling visitation, support person at natural and
cesarean deliveries, optional
rooming-in and others will be
explained.
Also among these will be the
hospital's new prepayment
maternity plan, designed to help
ease the financial strain on expectant parents. Its provisions
permit them to pay that portion
of the maternity costs for which
they will be responsible in convenient installments.
A special gift package, valued
at $200, is given by the hospital
to all participants in the prepayment plan.
The days' activities also in-

Murray auction floor
releases totals for
local tobacco sales
Murray auction floor sales for
Type 23 tobacco totalled $209,728
at an average price of $132.26
per 100 pounds of tobacco. according to a report released by the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association for the
week ending March 6.
Mayfield's auction floors
reported $271,238 in sales for the
same week, for an average price
of $131.66 per 100 pounds of
tobacco. Combined, the two
cities reported $480,966 in total
sales for the week, at an average
price of $131.92 per 100 pounds of

tobacco.
Sales for the season to date for
Type 23 tobacco has totalled
$5,401,244 for Murray, at an
average sale price of $145.58 per
100 pounds of tobacco: $3,910,249
in total sales for Mayfield, at an
average price, of $138.75 per 100
pounds of tobacco. Combined,
cthe two cities have sold
$9,311,493 worth of Type 23
tobacco for the season to date, at
an average price of $142.71 per
100 pounds of tobacco, according
to the tobacco growers report.

clude drawings for door prizes
and several special drawings for
expectant mothers attending the
fair. Birthday cake also will be
served honoring all the babies
born at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Four members of the
hospital's medical staff are
specialists in obstetrics and
gynecology, while three others
specialize in pediatrics.
Specializing in obstetrics and
gynecology are Drs. Conrad
Jones, Thomas Green, Gene
Cook and Lewis (Tripp) Drake,
III. The three specializing in
pediatrics are Drs. Clegg
Austin, Joyce Hughes and Marty
Scott.
Several other members of the
medical staff who either
specialize in or practice family
medicine devote much of their
time to infant and early
childhood care.
Within the past few months,
the hospital's maternity services have been strengthened
with the addition of Nancy Orr,
R.N., as its perinatal education
coordinator and Carol Perlow,
R.N., as a clinical specialist in
neonatology and pediatrics.
tinder Mrs. Orr's direction,
the prenatal and post-partum
classes offered by the hospital,
have been revised and greatly
expanded. Some of these include: preparation for parenting, prepared childbirth,
prepared cesarean birth,
childbirth refresher, grandparenting and post-partum
exercise.
In-patient classes offered include: breast and bottle feeding,
bathing the baby, birth control
and post-partum sexuality and
child safety.
Information on all these will
be available at the Baby Fair.
In extending an open invitation to the public to attend the
fair, Poston said, "We just want
to make the public aware of
what we at the hospital have
known for a long time, and that
is that Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is 'the place' in West
Kentucky and West Tennessee
to have a baby."

Your Money Market
Account can earn

Citizen Survey
The United Way is studying human problems and service needs.
you for your time - your opinion counts!

A. PROBLEMS:
Very
Very
Please rank each of the following
Not •
Minor
Serious
Serious
community problems on a scale of
Problem
Problem
Problem
Problem
Problem
1 to 5 by circling the appropriate
11
/2
#3
04
05
number at the right.
1. Crime
5
2. Problems of the Aging
5
3. Ethnic or racial discrimination
5
4. Inadequate_hpusing
5
5. Environmental ispues (i.e., sewer)
5
6. Discrimination against women
5
7. Personal or emotional problems
5
3. Xental health problems
5
9. Mental retardation
5
10. Physi:al illness or injury
5
11. Problems of the physically
5
disabled
12. Cost of utilities
2
3
4
5
13. Divorce
2
4
3
5
14. Teenage pregnancy
3
2
4
5
15. Child abuse
2
3
4
5
16. Fire and natural disaster
3
4
5
Z
17. Transportation issues
2
3
4
5
18. Consumer issues
3
2
4
5.
19. Food and nutrition
2
3
4
5
20. Unemployment 2
3
4
5
21. Poverty
3
2
4
5
22. Teen alcohol and drug abuse
3
2.
4
5
23. Adult alcohol and drug abuse
2
3
4
5
24. Spouse abuse
3
2
4
5
25. Elderly abuse
2
3
4
5 •
26. Dental care
3
2
4
27. Homeless people needing housing
3
2
4
5
28. YcuLL dcIinc,ency
3
2
4
5
29. Alternative program to delinquency
4
2
3
5
30. Illiteracy
3
4
2
5
31. Emergency assistance
4
2
3
5
32. Others (list)
Please circle the ONE problem above that is the most serious issue in the community.
L. SERVU:ES:
May Be
Most
No, Is
lease rank the following services
Not
Needed
Needed
Yes, Is
Not
. scale of 1 to 3 by circling
Needed
by Some
by Many
Available Available
appropriate number. Indicate if
/1
12
03
a
:he service is available by circling
and
1, b, or c at the right.
also
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.
1.
12.
13'.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

46.
C.

• For personal accounts only

• Three drafts per month

• You can add to your account
any time, in any amount

• Make as many withdrawals in
person as you wish
(502) 442-9171
(502) 444-7233
(502) 759-1630

• Insured up to $100,000
by FSLIC

Paducah
Paducah
Murray

(502) 527-3193
(502) 665-6165

Benton
LaCenter

'Effector.. •ri
Compounded Monthly

A Fecirroty insured
Savings Sank %loth over
S200000 000 in Assets

RICPUBLIC
SAVINGS BANK

Your SayolciA Eerier:111y
_Insured lip To S 100 000

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6.
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Don't
Know

May Be
Needed
by Some
82

Most
Needed
by n
Many

Yes Is
Available

a

Teen alcohol/drug abuse programs.. 1
Adult alcohol/drug abuse programs. 1
1
Transportation services
1
Programs for the physically
disabled
1
Personal and family counseling
1
Mental health services
Mental retardation services
1
Special education mainstreaming
1
1
Legal services for the
underpriveleged
1
Home health care
Senior citizen programs
1
1
Cultural programs
1
Income assistance programs
Employment training and placement
1
Youth employment programs
1
Single parent programs
Shelter for homeless
1
Dental care programs
1
Spouse abuse programs
1
Elderly abuse prevention
1
Adult basic education
1
Financial assistance to help with
1
utility bills
Community fitness facilities
1
Youth development programs (Girls
I
Club, Boy Scouts, 4-H, YMCA)
Others (list)
Please answer the following questions.
Have you or any member of your family used any of the SERVICES in the list above in the
last 12 months?
If you have, write the number of the service below.
For instance, If
you used Child Care Services, write 2.
Numbers from the list of services:
and

2.

Were you aware that Murray-Calloway County is forming a United Way?

3.

What is your home zip code?

4.

What is your age?

5.

Are you:

1)

male

2)

female

6.

Are you:

1)

married

2)

single

7.

What is your race or ethnic background?
White
1)
3)
Black
2)
4)

9.

• No monthly maintenance fee

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

I.

8.

Are your current accounts earning this yield? If not,
they should! Republic Savings Bank offers you a
very high yield on a minimum balance of $7,000.

Don't
Know
/6

Sports leagues for youth
Child care services
Race relations programs
Environmental protection programs
Delinquent youth programs
Sex education in the schools
Family planning programs
Adult recreation and fitness
programs
Housing assistance programs
Food and nutrition programs
Child abuse prevention
Homemakers for the homebound
(chores)
Nursing homes.
Medical care programs
Fire and natural disaster
Women's rights 8er/ices
Humane society
University/Community cooperative
programs
Programs for the arts
Art education in the schools
Consumer services
Not
Needed
el

44.
45.

in a Repqblic "Preferred"
Insured Money Market Account

OF
ItoMURRAYCALLOWAY
Linen.way cowry
Do not give your name. Thank

3)

What is your religious affiliation'
1)
Baptist
3)
Church of Christ
4)
Catholic
2)
Lutheran

5)
6)

4)

divorced

Hispanic
Asian

No

widowed

Native American
Other

5)
6)

Methodist
Presbyterian

Did you attend:
less than 1 year of high school
1)
3)
2)
high school 1-3 years
4)
5)
college 5 or more years

, Yes 2)

I)

7)

Other

high school 4 yrats
college 1-4 years

10. What is your occupation? Which of the following best describes your current employment
situation?
1)
Executive, Administrative, or Managerial
6)
Service
2)
Professional
7)
Industrial
3)
Technical
8)
Homemaker
4)
Sales
9)
Other
5)
Administrative Support
Unemployed
10)
11)
Farmer
11. What is your twiny income'
1)
less than $5,000
3)
5)
$25,000-$49,999
$10,000-$14,999
• 2)
4)
$5,000-$9,999
$15,000-$24,999
greater than sso,onn
6)
12. Do you or others in your household contribute money to:
1)
church or synagogue
2)
United Way
3)

1

other charity

Survey to assist United Way drive
Over the past few months, a
group of interested and involved community residents
have begun the task of
developing a United Way
organization in Murray and
Calloway County.
Th group of local residents
believes that United Way offers an oppdrtunity to restate
the values of the community
by offering every individual
the opportunity to become
part of something that is
larger than themselves, according to Judy Stahler,
publicity chairperson
The United Way stresses
the importance of the individual as a person who is
part of a community that
cares collectively and in-

dividually for their fellow
man, said Stahler.
In keeping with that concept, the local United Way is
studying human problems
and service needs within the
Calloway County community
and has, with the assistanced
of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce and the Marketing
Department at Murray State
University, developed a
citizen survey that will be
sent to a random sample of
local reSldents.
The survey, which will be
distributed between March
18-21 is an in-depth, two-page
description of problems and
services which may or may
not be evident in this com-

munity, explained Stahler,
who urged those who receive
the survey to take time to
complete it and return it to
the Murray-Calloway County
United Way, P.O. Box 190,
Murray, Ky. 42071. A copy of
the survey is shown above.
and may also be completed
and returned to the local
United Way.
"We ask residents not to
pass up this opportunity to
share their feelings about the
community as well as their
opinions about what our corhmunity needs," emphasized
Stahler. Results of the survey
will be widely published and
will also be used for community improvement, added
Stahler.

ree$111111
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PERSPECTIVE
Palme murder
threatens openness
The assassination of Prime
Minister Olof Palme of Sweden does more than rob the
Swedish people of a dedicated
public servant and a statesman of uncommon stature. It
threatens a tradition of openness and accessibility that
citizens of democratic Sweden .cherish. It's a tradition
that citizens of democratic
America have let slide in recent years.
Legitimate security concerns usually have -dictated
the isolation of elected officials in the United States. The
Swedes, on the other hand,
have resisted what one Swedish official called a "security
cocoon." Palme himself believed passionately that the
accessibility of elected officials is a necessary element
of democracy, and acting
Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson has said that he also expects to walk unguarded in
Stockholm once the murder is
solved. "Without openness,
democracy and the higher
values of life are themselves
in danger," the newspaper
Dagens Nyheter declared
after the assassination.
Americans understand and
accept the need for prudent
security measures — the concrete barriers ringing the

White House, the armies of
Secret Service personnel, the
curtailment of face-to-face
contact with elected officials
— however much they regret
the inaccessibility that results. Other trappings of
power that seal off public
servants from the people they
serve are less easy to justify.
We have in mind, to cite a few
examples, the ubiquitous official limousines that ferry
government officials about
Washington, the ruffles and
flourishes that accompany a
presidential visit to the
hinterlands, the red-carpeted
hall leading, into the East
Room of the White House for
a presidential news conference.
There is something refreshing, by way of contrast, about
a nation whose prime minister stands in line with everyone else for a ticket to the
movies and whose opposition
leader rides a bicycle to
work. Such accessibility, we
realize, is probably a thing of
the past in this country,
though the lack of pretension
certainly need not be. We
would suggest that it comports quite nicely with a nation that prides itself on government of, by and for the
people.

letters to the editor
Dear Editor:
•
The underprivileged children
who come to the Kentucky
Sheriffs' boys and Girls Ranch
in Gilbertsville, Ky. have been
privileged to have included in
their weekly schedule, a trip to
the beautiful and historically
scenic "Land Between the
Lakes" located here in Western
Kentucky.
These children approximately
7,000 young boys and girls in the
past ten years, have spent each
Wednesday of the ten week camping program, visiting the Land
Between the Lakes and enjoying
the many recreational and
educational activities offered to
the public. They enjoy the
nature hikes, Environmental
Education Center, the Old Home
Place where they see first hand
how our forefathers lived, the
movies, cook -outs, and most
especially the wildlife that inhabits this outstanding place
that has tried to preserve our
heritage.
Due to Federal budget cuts, it
might be possible that some of
these programs the the LBL
may have to be eliminated
because of lack of funding. We
the staff at the Ky. Sheriffs'
Ranch propose that our Federal
budget be cut in other areas so
that money will be available to
continue this recreational area
for our children and the many

sheriffs from throughout Kentucky who go with them on this
trip as well as all citizens in our
state and throughout the United
States.
We will now have to pay for
our children to attend the LBL
and although the fee is nominal
for one person, when multiplied
by approximately 100 children
per weer( for ten weeks, it can
become quite costly.
We certainly do not want our
children denied the privilege of
experiencing this activity and
will do everything possible to
budget our money so that we
may provide this day of entertainment and learning for them
We would like to make this appeal to the "powers that be" to
please reconsider cuts and continue the funding of the LBL so
that all citizens can enjoy the
beauty and serenity of this
historical place as was the intention when the Land Between the
Lakes we formed several years
ago.
Sincerely,
Ray H. Stoess and staff
Executive Director
Kentucky Sheriffs' Association
2367 Valley Vista Rd.
Louisville, KY 40205
Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys & Girls
Ranch
P.O. Box 57
Gilbertsville, KY 42044
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At 91, it was her first hospital stay
ever and first doctor seen in 51 years
One of my good friends from
out at Lynn Grove, Mrs. Elmo
Fain, has been in the local
hospital for a couple weeks now
after suffering a stroke Sunday.
Feb. 23.
Mrs. Fain, who is 91 years old,
was getting her Sunday dinner
ready when she was stricken
and fell there on her kitchen
floor. She had fixed a peach cobbler, a beef roast and some
potatoes when she fell.
A skillet with some grease in it
was on an eye of the stove. It
overheated and almost caught
fire, pretty much filling the
house with smoke before Mr.
Fain, who is 93, found her.
Fortunately, their daughter,
Martha Jo Rogers, and her husband, Carrol Martin -Rogers,
were next door at the Methodist
Church. !Riley were just getting
into their car to go hOme when
Mr. Fain called to them for help.
Soon afterwards, they had
Mrs. Fain at the hospital. It was
the first time she has ever been
in a hospital. Too, it was the first
time in 51 years, when her
youngest child was born, that
she had seen a doctor.
"All four of them were born at
home," she told me the other
day from her hospital bed, "and
you know what they all cost me?
A total of $40."
When Dr. Jorge Garrastazu,
who was on duty at the hospital's
emergency room when she was
brought in by an ambulance,
asked her doctor's name, she
replied, "Don't have one."
Later, in admitting her to the
hospital, Dr. Garrastazu asked

what medications she had been
taking. she replied, "Only Stanback and Absorbine Jr." Stanback is a powdered headache
remedy, while Absorbine Jr., is
used for sore, aching muscles.
She'd never taken any pills in
her life, she told him.
She and Mr. Fain observed
their 73rd wedding anniversary
this past December 28. I got to
know them when they observed
their 70th, and was privileged to
do a column on their long life
together.
Until Mrs. Fain had to have
hernia surgery nine years ago,
they had never been separated a
night in their married life. Now,
her recent hospitalization
separated them again.
Now able to be up and walking
about with the aid of a walker,
she was discharged from the
hospital and went home last
Saturday.
And, Mr. Fain is happy about
that. For, every time he'd come
to her room at the hospital, he'd
greet her with, "Potter, when
are you going to get up from
there and come home! I miss
you!"
• • •
I thought this was a very nice
and thoughtful thing to do. It
made the day for several of our
elderly friends.
A.D. Kelly, 68, lives down on
Kentucky Lake at the Irvin Cobb
Resort. Within the past couple
years, he has been a patient in
the Hugh Houston Long Term
Care Unit at the hospital on two
or three occasions while
recovering from as many

rounds of surgery.
He's fine now, though, and has
been out of the hospital for more
than a year.
For 40 years, Mr. Kelly,
operated a tavern in the "west
end" of Louisville before retiring and moving to West Kentucky in 1975.
He loves to fish and is in his
boat and out on the lake at every
opportunity. The first thing he
did when he got home from the
hospital the last time after some
gall bladder and pancreas
surgery, was to go to his boat
and check out the battery and
other things. "Did that before he
even came into the house," said
a friend, Catherine Brightwell.
The other day, he showed up
at the hospital with a big mess of
fish for the 40 patients in the
Long Term Care Unit all cleaned and ready for the skillet.
Although there are no
permanently-installed kitchen
facilities in the unit, Cindy
Ragsdale, its social activities
director, and the nurses rounded
up five deep-fat fryers, and eight
of the patients had a ball rolling
the fish in flour and meal and
cooking it.
They also made hush puppies
and cooked up a big crockpot of
white beans to round out a pretty
complete fish fry. •'It was offered or served to everyone in
the unit," Cindy says, "and the
patients really enjoyed it.
They'be never done anything
like that before."
• • •
In case you haven't noticed, a
wrecking crew has started tear-

„ing down the old building on
Poplar Street which once housed
the flourishing Rowlett Tobacco
Company.
The building is believed to
have been built along about the
turn of the century, and the
Rowletts were widely known for
the chewing tobacco they turned
out.
Their plug tobacco was known
as "Rowlett's Peach,"and their
twist tobacco as "Rowlett's
Twist.” The company was
founded and operated for many
years by the late J.D. Rowlett,
He was born in 186-1 and died in
1933 at the age of 72.
Mr. Rowlett had three sons,
John, Tom and Jeff, Jr. — all of
whom are all deceased.
At his father's death, John
continued to operate the tobacco
company for a number of years,
and Tom — whose widow is
Dewdrop Rowlett — sold its products to country stores across
the area for many years.
He started while in high
school, selling the plugs and
twists around the coqrt square.
John died in 1978 at the age of
83. and Tom died in 1982 at the
age of 69. Along with their
parents, they are buried in the
Murray City Cemetery. Three
big bushy pine trees mark the
corners of the Rowlett lot.
Dr. Bill Rowlett. a well-known
Hopkinsville physician, is a son
of John Rowlett. The family
home for many years was the
big house on Main Street. now
occupied by the Kopperud Realty Company and known as "the
White House."

looking back
Ten years ago
Three men have been charged
in connection with the armed
robbery of Cook's Jewelry late
yesterday afternoon, according
to Murray Police Chief Brent
Manning'.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Irvin,
Feb. 10, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Kieth Letterman, March 9.
Judy Curd, Sheri Parker,
Jackie Morris, Sylvia Thomas
and Leta Taylor attended Spring
Forum of National Hairdressers
and Cosmetologists at
Lexington.
Miss Karen Denese
Clendenon, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Clendenon, and
James Gary Lamb, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James 0. Lamb, were
married Feb. 7 at First Baptist
Church.
Calloway County High School
Lakers lost to Paducah
Tilglirrian in First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament.
High team scorers were Mike
Wells for Calloway and Rodney
Cash for Tilghman.

Twenty years ago
Kentucky Highway Department officials were in the office'
of Calloway County Court Clerk
yesterday morning checkingon
owners
of land in the section of
Dear Editor:
cruel entertainment. Why does
the proposed bypass from State
An ad for a horse-pulling conMSU permit its facilities to be
Highway 121 North to U.S.
test to be held this month at
trsed for such events?
Highway 641 North.
MSU's Expo Center notes that
Murray State University Rifle
the commercial promoters "are
Yours truly,
Teams captured top two places
not responsible for accidents to
Two bills that should be of
Sara Boucher
in NRA Sectional Rifle Match
animals."
significant interest to taxpayers
Route #6
fired here last weekend.
That says enough for this
drew legislative attention last
Murray
week.
Aude McKee is minister of
West Murray Church of Christ.
Their significance lies in the
fact they ostensibly would Save
Mrs. James Fee, Mrs. Alfred
the taxpayers' money and
Wolfson, Mrs.. Ray Broach and
remove attractive temptations
By Ken Wolf
Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker are new
than when they were first
The process of change can be' written:
for political graft and influence
offirers of Friends of Library.
costly, as many people in South
peddling. Mrs. Jim Hart and Mrs. at
Africa are currently discovering.
It is the business of the future
Senator Benny Ray Bailey's
Thompson presented a lesson on
In the 1920s the Britiah
to be dangerous. The major
bill 159 would have significant
"Yeast Breads" at a meeting of
philosopher
advances in civilization are
Alfred
North
effect upon this year's election
Paris Road Homemakers Club
Whitehead made an analysis of
processes that all but wreck
in that it would „prohibit
held at the home of Mrs. Hart.
this process in words that prothe societies in which they
statewide officeholder'from acThirty years ago
bably seem more ominous today
occur.
tively soliciting contributions
Charline Robinson, junior at
from state contractors.
Murray Training School, has
The explosive feature to take
been selected to perform in a
notice of in this bill is the phrase
natonal honor band at St. Louis.
"while in office."
Mo., April 13-16. She was one of
The bill cleared the House
selected
six
from
high
school
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One vsould limit perks'for lieutenant gmernor

Legislative bills could save money

thoughts in season

Mirrray Ledger & Times

penalty is provided for violation
of the bill.
The intent Bailey said is to
prevent pressure being put on
state suppliers and contractors
'to make campaign contributions
after the election is over.
Elected officials, especially the
governor, has a strong weapon
with the state budget to coerce
suppliers in a way to make contributions. The implications
here are that the victor rewards
his friends and punishes his
enemies.
The other bill comes from the
House and is sponsored by
former Speak'er Bobby
Richardson.
It would gut the lieutenant
governor's office of its budget
and perks that the last few occupants have used as their campaign ship at the taxpayer's expense to launch themselves into
the governor's office, or make
that effort
It would reduce the lieutenant
governor's pay to that of the
Speaker of the House. but furnish him no office or staff
away with his use of the lieUtenant governor's mansion or
High Street: strip him of a Statt
Police contingent as both
guards and drives; take awa)
hig use of a state automobile.
Most of all it would reduce his
pay to $125 dollars per day while

the legislature is in session, but
would be allowed to draw the
governor's per diem while acting as governor.
The good news of the bill to a
prospective lieutenant governor
is that it would permit him to
engage in the practice of any
profession, business or other
private activity that does not
conflict with his official duties.
•
The lieutenant governor's
budget is $3 million for the biennium. Growth of the lieutenant
governor's office began with
Lawrence Wetherby under Gov.
Earle C Clements. This was the
post-war period. Clements
assigned Wetherby some extra
duties and paid enough additional pay for some of these
duties so Wetherby could spend
full time heEe.
When Wetherby. became
governor, he did the same for
Emerson 1Doe Beauchamp.
Happy Chandler named Lt.
Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield
director of the Legislative
Research Commission at $600 a
month salary and the lieutenant
governor's pay was also $600 per
month. The old governor's mansion on High Street was restored
for his use. His budget was
$30,000 a year for his office
which had two women
employees.
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Coming community events are announced
Tuesday, March 11
Tuesday, March 11
Tuesday, March 11
Bible Conference will 42071 by March 12. No
Sibling Preparation
be at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. tickets will be sold at the Class will be at 5 p.m. in
at First United door.
third floor classroom of
Methodist Church.
Murray-Calloway Coun————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. ty Hospital.
Louella Beddoe Group at American Legion
—
—
Wednesday, March 12
of First Baptist Church Building, South Sixth
Free blood pressure
Women will meet with and Maple Streets.
checks for senior
————
Linda Stockton at 7 p.m.
Legion of Murray citizens will be given
— ———
Good Shepherd United Moose Lodge will meet from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
Methodist Church Men at 8 p.m. with officers to Hazel Center. The
center will be open from
will have a dinner meet at 7 p.m.
1(1 a.m. to 2 p.m. with
————
meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
First Region Boys lunch at noon.
church.
————
Basketball Tournament
— ———
Douglas Center will
Area School of will continue at Racer
Discipleship. sponsored Arena, Murray State be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by
by Blood River Baptist University.
senior citizens.
————
Association and the
————
Murray TOPS (take
Church Training
Murray-Calloway
Department of the Ken- off pounds sensibly)
tucky Baptist Conven- Club will meet at 7 p.m. County Ministerial
tion, will start at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Association will meet at
1:30 p.m. in dining room
at Hardin Baptist Health Center.
fof Murray-Calloway
————
Church.
Murray Lions Club County Hospital.
————
————
Persons are reminded will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homemakers Clubs
to mail their reserva- Murray Woman's Club
will meet as follows:
tions to Guest Night of House.
Pacers at 9 a.m. at
—— ——
Murray Christian
Murray Star Chapter Boston Tea Party at
Women's Club on March
22 with names and No. 433 Order of the Holiday Inn; Harris
checks of $6.50 per per- Eastern Star will meet Grove at Ellis Center
son to Freda Lovett. Rt. at 7:30 p.m. at lodge and Pottertown at BTP
at Holiday Inn, both at
8, Box ISO, Murray, Ky.. hall.
10 a.m.; South Pleasant
————
Group III of First Grove with Sherri
Christian Church CWF Paschall at 1:30 p.m.
WINNING IS A FEELING
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
YOU NEVER LOSE
Murray Bass Club is
home of Helen
scheduled to meet at
QUICKSILVER
6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Kevin Bacon CI
—— — —
Stockade.
————
Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living with
Diabetes at 2 p.m., both
Through March 21
in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes *ill include Iron Industry at
SNAPPER's power!ui or BRP
.ear tine tiller wtth forward or
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
central Canief 753-3314
.eyerse tine rotation make gar-

CINE 1 & 2

Anniversary
Special

POWER
TILLING!
dentng tun Aso your SNAPPER
dealer about it today.

Babies and dismissals
at hospital are named

Reg. $1337

7311 Only

Steven Spielberg-V

The G3iOt
Purple

$999"

to 9 It5
_

NEVER PICK UP
A STRANGER

E

TONVsAY LEE JONES

BLACK MOON
RISING E
NEW ARRIVALS
RornbcroMe
Prizzi's Honor
Jedi•Volunteers
kton.•Sat. 11 e.m.-10 p.m.
Sun & Solidsys-1 p.m..10 p.m.
chestnut st. 733-3314

Katie Smith
1 year old daughter of
Joel D. and Debbie Smith
A cl,v,s4on f Fudua I ndustnes
ASK ABOUT SNAP-CREDIT WITH
LOW MONTNLY PAYMENTS.

ALL
SEASONS
Lawn & Leisure
205 N. 4th
Murray

Wednesday, March 12
Wednesday, March 12
First Regional High
at Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at 2 p.m. and School Girls' Basketball
Comet at 1 and 3 p.m., Tournament will be
both at Golden Pond played at Racer Arena,
Murray State
Visitor Center.
University.
————
————
Murray State University Library will be open
Thursday, March 13
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Bible Study led by Dr.
————
Ben Boone will be at 10
Ladies day events at a.m. at First United
Murray Country Club Methodist Church.
will include bridge at 9
————
a.m. with each one to brMothers' Day Out will
ing own foursome and be at 9 a.m. at First
luncheon at noon with Baptist Church.
Diane Villanova and
————
Margaret Shuffett as
Dorcas Sunday School
hostesses' chairmen.
Class of First Baptist
————
Church will meet at
Home Health Aide noon at Sirloin
Training for persons, 55 , Stockade.
or over, will begin to————
day. For information
Esther Sunday School
call 753-0929.
Class of First Baptist
—
— —
Church will meet at 6
Emergency Care Up- p.m. in Fellowship Hall
date Training will begin of church.
at 6:30 p.m. at Marshall
————
County Vocational
Senior Adults of First
School.
Baptist Church will
————
leave at 8:45 a.m. to atBlankenship Circle of tend fellowship and
South Pleasant Grove lunch by Senior Adults
United Methodist at First Baptist ChurCh,
Church will meet at 7 Paducah.
p.m. at church.
————
————
District 13 of KenCircles of First United tucky Nurses AssociaMethodist Church tion will meet at 5:30
Women will meet as p.m. at Park Terrace
follows: Wesleyan with Restaurant, Fulton.
Joan Whayne at 7 p.m.;
Hannah with Barbara
Health Express of
Shores and Ruth Wilson Murray-Calloway Counwith Katherine Russell, ty Hospital will be at
both at 7:30 p.m.
Dees Bank of Hazel
————
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Covenant Prayer Crossland Grocery from
Group will meet at 10 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
a.m. at First United
————
Methodist Church.
Prepared Childbirth
————
Class will meet at 7 p.m.
Bible Study Group in private dining room
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in of Murray-Calloway
parlor of First Baptist County Hospital.
Church.
————
————
Events in Land Bet-

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club
Wednesday Is
Tots Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday.
March 10, have been
released as follows:
Newbozn admissions
Gray baby boy,
parents. Debra and
Ronald. Rt. 2, Box 177B,
Cadiz;
Choncheh baby boy,
parents, Zahra and
Mehdi, 116 College Cts.,
Murray;
Hoover baby boy,
mother, Tammie and
Kenny, 1610 Catalina
Dr., Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Emily Pritchett,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Cameron
Burgess, 807 South 10th
St., Murray;
Mrs. Helen Glisson,
Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.;
Jason Smith, Rt. 4, Murray; Graves Morris,

Fox Meadows Trailer
Ct., Murray;
Mrs. Holly Popovich
and baby boy, Rt. 2. Box
70A, Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Debra Passmore,
206 Duffers Lane,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Meadow Carson,
901 Sunny Lane, Murray; Mrs. Linda Shropshire and baby girl, Rt.
5, Box 57, Murray;
Mrs. Thelma Griffin,
1709 Wiswell Rd., Murray; Mrs. Vera Ward,
109 Spruce St., Murray;
Mrs. Rupane Morten,
Sedalia; David Valentine, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Jesse Crumble,
501 Cain St., Clinton;
James Vaughn, 1616
Main St., Murray;
Howard Thorn, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Bonnie
Estelle Butterworth
(expired) Rt. 1, Murray.

MARCH
5-30 minute sessions
10-30 minute sessions
Get a Great Summer Tan
& a New Spring Hairdo.

KUT 'N KURL
Southside Shopping Center

753-1682

Thursday, March 13
ween the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk akt 2 p.m. and
Comet at 1 and 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
————
Murray State University Library will be closed today.
————
Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. at First United
Methodist Churn to
carpool to sports' activities at 7:30 p.m. For
information call
436-2174, 753-3735 or
753-9414.
————
Drawing and painting
class with Lynn Pesoat
Warren as instrutityr"
will start at 6 p.m. at
Murray Art Guild. For
information call 753-4059
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Wednesday or Warren
at 753-8639 after 5 p.m.

Thursday, March 13
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7784 or
753-7663.
————
First Regional High
School Girls' Basketball
Tournament will be at
Racer Arena, Murray
State University.
————
La Leche League will
meet at 7 p.m. in home
of Belinda Bohnert, 406
North Sixth St., Murray.
For transportation call
759-1647.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

The effects of subtle stnping give a sophisticated feeling to
swunwear by Jantzen .Surplice r17,0, $46 ENouson. $48.

With Garlic Brvad
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills Oct Drinir

prrto,

————
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m: at Ellis Center.

Hospital x-rays discussed

Recent speakers at meetings of Sigma Department of Murray Woman's
Club were Linda Morgan, left, and Jean Blankenship, right. Morgan,
volunteer coordinator for the National Boy Scout Museum,said the museum
will be open in May of 1986 for a short time and that she needed volunteers
for all types of work. Blankenship, family service director assistant for
American Red Cross,spoke about "Volunteerism" discussing what it means
to her and what it could mean to every person. She shared some wonderful
stories about her work with Sigmas.

DEAR ABBY: In a recent letter,
you incorrectly used the phrase
"tight labor market" to refer to a`
situation where jobs are scarce. Actually, a tight labor market is one in
which job openings are plentiful
and workers who don't like their
work can easily quit and find other
employment. Economists use the
phrase "loose labor market" to describe job scarcity.
Your mistake in terminology is
commonly made. So keep the following rhyme in mind:
When the labor market is tight
Tell your boss to fly a kite.
But when the labor market is
loose,
Saying that will cook your goose.
DANIEL J.B. MITCHELL,
UCLA PROFESSOR

the unmarried 35-year-old professional woman who wanted to have a
child before it was too late. He gave
the impression that artificial insemination was done as a lark with a
turkey baster. Actually, it's done
under hygienic conditions in a doctor's office only after a great deal of
investigation and many consultations. Some facts:
One out of every six American
couples of reproductive age is infertile, and 40 percent of the cases are
attributed to the infertility of the
male.
Twenty-six states have already
passed laws legitimizing artificial
insemination, and approximately
20,000 babies are born every year
because of it.
How do I know so much about it?
Had it not been for artificial insemiDEAR PROFESSOR:You could nation, my tusband and I would not
have fooled me. I erroneously be the proud parents of two beautiassumed that because the ter- ful, healthy children. Unfortunately,
minology "money is tight" at age 31, my husband had surgery
means "money is scarce," the for testicular cancer, which rendered
same held true for the labor him sterile. Adoption would have
market. Thanks for wising me meant years of waiting, but with
up.
artificial insemination we were able
Although flying a kite was an to become parents without delay.
electrifying experience for Ben- Our children have at least one biojamin Franklin, I wouldn't rec- logical parent, and believe it or not,
ommend telling one's boss to fly the "donor" was so well-matched
one under any circumstances.
that both our children resemble their
"father."
LUCKY US
IN PASADENA
DEAR LUCKY: Lucky,indeed.
And boo to that insensitive doctor.

tN4eivlifetvgittottlit
Celebrate The Coming
of Spring
By Shopping
The March Specials
At The

TREASURE
HOUSE Of GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center
753-6798
M-S, 9-6

Wydnesday 11 AM 10 PM
con t eel this well or home for ff1.1

Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select
Masters will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Woodmen of World
Camp 592 and Grove
6126 are scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. at Golden
Corral Restaurant.

There is a growing consensus that routine
chest X-rays required for admission to many
hospitals is of little benefit to many people, according to Family Circle Magazine. It says patients under 20, pregnant women and some patients admitted for surgery have a very low incidence of heart or lung disease, and for these
groups chest X-rays may be nothing more than a
costly nuisance. Yet, at an average charge of
$50, these X-rays cost about $1.5 billion a year.

DEAR ABBY: I was appalled at
the ignorance of that doctor who
opposed artificial insemination for

Pillhl

Thursday, March 13

Monev raised
LOS ANGELES AP
— Entertainer Ray
Charles, singer Lou
Rawls. and impersonator Rich Little
helped raise a record
$30.1 million in pledges
for the physically
disabled during the 15th
annual Easter Seals national telethon, a
spokesman says.
The 20-hour weekend
telethon broadcast from
the Aquarius theater in
Hollywood was hosted
by singer Pat Boone and
actress Donna Mills,
and carried by 125 cities
across the nation.
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Your Individual Horoscope
AMES
(Mee.2i to Apr. 19)
Exercise your initiative, but avoid
ill-conceived moves. What looks like
a lost cause gains new life today,
thank., to your own personal efforts.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Before you bite someone's head
off, do further research or else you'll
be having to make some apologies.
Business and friendship don't mix
now.

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Try not to be competitive with a
close tie. You'll accomplish more by
pooling your talents and working
together.

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)
46
Despite a tendency to fight with
advisers, you'll still make career
progress today. Be the spokesperson
for your own causes. Be spunky.

LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Before you spend a bundle on
having a good time, consider alterna-

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)

SIP
Get your own financing, as partnership involvements aren't especially
favored. Evening hours bring a satisfactory solution to any domestic
dilemmas.

LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
ZAZ
Don't stew about a problem. Get
the help you need. Collaborative
actions bring luck, but friction could
exist with someone at work.

SCORPIO

cite

(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Any money that goes out now will
be quickly recouped. Still, it's best to
refrain from any kind of extravagance. Shoppers take note!

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Home is not the place to let off
steam. Don't be pushy with family
members, but de enjoy a romantic
outing or a special pleasure pursuit.

CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
There is a potential for argument
today. Keep a low profile and concentrate.on unfinished tasks,'Pipeclay
around home base

A

AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. IS)

A

Money could be a touchy subject
with a friend. Temper could get out of
hand unless you use some patience.
Social activity though is favored.
PISCES
wabe
(Feb. 19 to Mar.. 20)
seed
; Avoid a contest of wills with a boss. Your drive for success is strong
today and you should be able to
improve your financial position.
YOU BOR,
N TODAY are attracted
to both literary and artistic pursuits.
Your talent for self-expression is
excellent, though Ytiti have some
tendency to scatter your energies.
You do better when you have definite
responsibilities. You work well with
groups and would do well in promotional work, publicity and advertising.
Businesses allied to the arts often
appeal to you.

DATEBOOK
Nurses plan meeting

Faith Tabernacle Pentecostal Church will
have revival services at 7 p.m. on Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, March 12-14. The Rev.
Wesley Hibbs of Cadiz will be the speaker. The
church is located three miles east of Almo on
Peters Road. The public is invited to attend, a
church spokesman said.

District 13 of Kentucky NurSes Association are
scheduled to meet on Thursday, March 13, at
5:30 p.m. at Park Terrace Restaurant at Fulton.
The program on "Women's Health Care" with
Betty Stadler as chairman will be from 6 to 7
p.m. All members and interested nurses are urged to attend.

La Leche group will meet

Singles plan activities

La Leche League will meet Thursday, March
13, at 7 p.m. in the home of Belinda Bohnert, 406
North Sixth St., Murray. The discussion will be
about "Dealing with Stress." For transportation
call Chris Harrison, 759-1647. For breastfeeding
Information call Stephanie Peacock, 436-2227.
Babies are welcome to attend with their parents.

Murray Single Connection will meet Thursday,
March 13, at 7 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. The group will then carpool for sports'
activities to begin at 7:30 p.m. For information
call Dick at 436-2174, Ruth at 753-3735 or Linda at
753-9414.

Northside plans revival

Mrs. Myers hospitalized

Northside Independent Church, located off
Highway 1346 east of Dexter, will have revival
services on Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
March 14, 15, and 16. The Rev. Dean Stevenson
from Marion's Touching Jesus Center will speak
at 7 p.m. on Friday and Saturday and at 4 p.m. on
Sunday. The church pastor, the Rev. Richard
Holt, invites the public to attend.

Mrs. Rozelle Nance Myers is a patient at Fort
Campbell Hospital, Room 355, Fort Campbell,
Ky. 4223-1498. Because of the blood clot in her left
leg, she is unable to take telephone calls, but persons may send her cards and letters to the above
address.

Circle plans meeting

JPHS plans luncheon

Blankenship Circle of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church Women will meet
Wednesday, March 12, at 7 p.m. at the church.
Donna Jackson will be in charge of the program
on "Spouse Abuse." Hostesses will be Marylin
Liddle and Clarkie Butterworth.

Saturday, March 15, is the day members of
Jackson Purchase Historical Society will meet
for luncheon and a meeting at Kenlake State
Resort Park at Aurora. Karl Harrison, executive
editor of The Paducah Sun, will speak about
"The Role of the Rivers." Reservations and
checks are being accepted by Miss Margaret
Heath, 1202 Joe Creason Dr., Benton, Ky. 42025.

Ferguson in the fall, the
Daily Express reported
today, but the 26-yearold woman's father
dismissed the report.
The newspaper said
Buckingham Palace

By Rainey Apperson
Coming home from Winter
Park last week, I sat beside this
attractive young mother on her
way home to Minnesota and her
conversation made me sad for
her. She was returning with her
husband and brother from a trip
to Clearwater to see her parents,
and her brother had treated the
two of them to the trip.
Her remarks had a great
sense of hopelessness. She said
that she believed that all over
the U.S. was nothing but riches,
and Minnesota was certainly left
out.
She told me that she and her
husband were farming the family farm, that they were about to
lose it, that she dreaded going
back to all of that mud and mire,
feeding the livestock. They were
the parents of four children,
ranging in age from 17 down to 3
and naturally she wanted an
education for all of them.
Our farming problem must be
solved — if it means dropping
"Star Wars" and aid to the Contras — let's start writing our
elected officials.
• • •
Speaking of Florida, most experts agree that the weather
patterns down there are changing, staying cooler for much
longer periods. Atlanta weather

was preparing for an
engagement announcement when the queen
returns from an official
visit to Australia this
week.

is moving to Jacksonville,
Jacksonville weather is moving
to Orlando and Orlando weathei
is moving to Miami. While I was
there, the first week of March, it
snowed in Jacksonville — oh,
my. I shouldn't be telling this,
because the Vero Beach
Chamber of Commerce probably would like to keep Vero a
secret. If you are looking for a
non-commercial vacation spot,
try Vero Beach, Fla., on the east
coast. What an attractive spot.
All of you golf enthusiasts,
take note. Winter Park, Fla., is
building a golf course to beat all
golf courses. Many people are
saying it will be the finest in
Florida. It is Interlochan Country Club and the architect is the
man who designed the Doral, a
Mr. Lee.
Also a brand new tennis
resort, Sea Oaks, has been completed in Vero Beach. The clay
courts are kept in a superb manner, and they welcome all tennis
players.
• • •
A friend of mine in Florida,
whose father lives at Bay Hill
about three months out of the
year, says that he has some very
stimulating friends who have
also been in the business world,
now retired. Her father, and

A special civic project of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club is to compile
a list of blind corners in Murray for both
motorists and pedestrians.
_
Do you know of any blind corners in Murray?
Is so, won't you help make our community a
safer place for drivers arid pedestrians to drive
by listing them and mailing the list by March 28
to Thelma Warford, 407 South Ninth St., Murray,
Ky. 42071.
Mrs. Warford and her committee members,
Maxine Scott and Opal Howard, will compile the

BUY IN CASE QUANTITIES & SAVE
*SATISFACTION GUARANTEED*

FRANKFORT, Ky. the field," said
(AP) — A Western Ken- Margaret Trevathan,
tucky University pro- chairman of the Kenfessor who has written tucky Arts Council.
two books has been "Right now, it seems to
chosen as a Kentucky be the whim of the
poet laureate, but he legislature."
thinks the honor could
Miller and Rep. Jody
become more meanRichards, D-Bowling
ingful than it is.
'
Green, the legislator
Jim Wayne Miller
who sponsored the
became the state's sixth
resolution appointing
poet laureate in the past
him poet laureate, said
two years by virtue of a
it would be inapHouse resolution.
havt: many sc‘ talshirts. Eastci bouquets. Rabbits :Ind
propriate to strip the
Of the nine official
F:istcr haskets to choose from
honorees of the titles
Kentucky poets laureate
Order Early!
already bestowed.
still living, many are not
However, they indicated
well-known and one isn't
the state might set
even a poet, Miller said.
higher standards for
"The quality of the
future recipients.
poets laureate varies'
"This should not be a
widely, from Pulitzer
meaningless waste of
Prize winners to people
time," Miller said.
705 S 4th
753 4320
who are versifiers, I
would say, as opposed to
poets," Miller said.
Instead, a state agency should recommend
recognized poets for the
111
honor, instead of
legislators bestowing
the title on their constituents, he said.
"It could be tied in
somehow with the
renewed emphasis on
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
excellence in education," Miller said.
Ttfe poets laureate
should receive modest
stipends if they travel to
With More Room To Serye You Better
promote Kentucky's
literary heritage, he
said.
State arts officials
seem to agree that those
selected for the honor
"Come Early and Avoid the Rush"
meet some better defined criteria.
Hours:
."It should not be a
pOritically connected
"
8 '
1 9 p.m' Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray
position but appointed
or recommended by
people knowledgeable in
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KIF Muss Individually Quick Frozen
A0vANCE0 ORDERS ON( V

Owners: Louie and Sue Williams

Off Hwy. 121 South

-

.
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Reopening Friday, March 14

We will be open Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays only thru
March, Starting April 1, Open Everyday except Monday.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
ITEM
SALE PRICE
TOTAL MAT
Sliced Apples lare IQF
1
635
Ism Variety Pack. 3/2'7*•• l
2
14 50
Marion Blackberries 50- 10F
10 25
3
Cultivated Blueberries 1004
11 45
Wild Blueberries 50740
5
Dark Sweet Cherries 5e' OF
6
599
Red Tart Cherries 330*
7
22 10
Red Tart Cherries 50" OF
545
8
Mixed Fruit 100- ICIF
12 15
9
NW Fruit Medley 13/111- OF
14 85
10
Sliced Peaches 50- 10F
11
.
6 50
'
Pineapple Chunks 2iSee• IQF
12
1380
Red Raspberries Si" 10F
13 •
10 35
T
Large Whole Strawberries 201,- OF
14
21 40
I
Calif SI Strawberries 300'
15
25 85
i
Calif SI Strawberries 6- 6.
16
799
Appie Juice 24112 oz 17
1930
Welch s Cranberry Juice 24 12 oz
18
'
34 50
Sunbright Grapefruit Juice 24 12 oz 19
2280
Grape Juice 24/12 oz•
16 95
20
Lemonade 24.12 oz •
21
13 45
Sunbright Orange Juice 24,6 oz"
22
1285
--,
Sunbright Orange Juice 24 72 oz 21 30
23
Asparagus Cuts & Tips 25' OF
24
15 80
j
r
Cut Green Beans 1212' *
17 90
25
Baby Lima Beans 12/2 a
20 75
Fordhook lima Beans 12'20 oz
27
18 15
,
Broccoli Cuts 12/20
1770
28
Broccoli Spears 12/2.
29
1930
-t-Broccoli'Cautiflower Split Pack 6 2'ea 30
21 00
.
Brussel Sprouts 12.'20
31
-19 45 7.-/iWhole Baby Carrots 12,24
32 j
1990
4.
Cauliflower 121*
33 4r
2090
i
-1
Silver Treat White Co, 12- 2*
34 I
1660
-I—
Breaded Mushrooms 2,50 IOF
35_4
15 10
Fancy SI Mushrooms 2/50 IOF
36 .
14 30
Garden Peas 122 •
37
'780
Whole leaf Spinach 123'
38
17 55 —
Mixed Vegetables 12.2 •
1965
_,-- 39 4•
4
4
Vegetable Variety Pack 12 20
40
¶840
Ilsoled Vegslable Variety Pack. 9/20
41
17S5
---French Fries 122'
Shoestring F,eoch Fries 12'20 07
10 65
43
Potato Putts 1210
44
14'O
-4Potato Strm. 12-10 07
45. - . '
1085 - - t
Ti
4_,
4Breaded onion Rings 8 20
l_
80
46 ,-4
Pizza Slices Cheese 60 3 07
47 '
15 35
_
French Bread Pizza 24 Sot
4. 48
14 50
Solt Revels 502 or
I
49
7 40
-.lendeis
12 6
_
50
925
foglosh Muffins 12 12 _pks
_
51
15 10 --.- Sara lee Dessert Assortment
52
1555 _
-,Sa,a Lee PoLewl Cake 8 17 o:
53 _
1580
Chocolate 119(k)Askftr-e ok•es 4pk
I_ 54
925
n e :- -

1-

REOPENING!

-

committee said.

FROZEN FOOD SALE

Poet laureate talks
about his recognition

•

results and present them to Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis for officials to check out in April.
"Please observe and write down obstacles at
street corners such as trees, shrubbery, utility
poles, advertising signs or anything which
prevents motorists and pedestrians from seeing," Mrs. Warford said.
When sending the location of a blind corner, indicate as to which location such as northeast,
southeast, northeast or southwest of a corner.
"We will appreciate your help in providing this
service to help prevent accidents in the city," the

1-) Southern States

QTY

wit

about 10 friends meet each day
at 5 p.m. and discuss for one
hour, every idea, notion, news
item, etc. These are very
educated, worldly men. This
seems to me an idea that needs
te_be incorporated with
everyone's notion of life in
retirement.
• • •
The women of First
Presbyterian Church will have
their third annual Easter Bake
Sale and Tea Room on Wednesday, March 26, beginning at 8
a.m. at the church. Brenda Marquardt is the general chairman;
Charlotte Gregory and Frances
Matarazzo are the tea room
chairpersons; and Jan Hough
and Chettie'Howard are the baked goods chairpersons.
, Most of the church women
participate and many of the
men, including Roy Helton,
famous for his homemade candy, and the minister, Toby
Schellingerhout, with his cream
puffs, and Stan Hendrickson's
helping hand with Flo's
homemade French bread.
Among the outstanding dishes
they plan to provide in the tea
room are sausage strata,
quiche, coffee cake, juices, spiced tea, coffee and more.
Baked goods will include all of
the old favorites such as the fruit
filled flips, hot cross buns, international delights such as
baklava, Portuguese Easter
Bread and Pennsylvania Dutch
marble cake.
Chairman Brenda Marquardt
said, "The purpose of this
Easter Bake Sale is to provide a
community service, encourage
fellowship and realize adequate
financial benefit to accomplish
church improvements and community projects.
Everirone is invited, so mark
your calendar.

,
Industrial Road

Miss Ferguson has
been the constant companion of Andrew, 25,
for several months.

k-
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Blind corners in city being compiled

YER

Prince Andrew will marry
Sarah Ferguson in the fall
LONDON ( AP) —
Prince Andrew, Queen
Elizabeth II's second
son, will marry' Sarah

Raine.
Day

Frames Drake

tive ways of having fun, which
promise you equal or greater fulfillment.

Church plans revival
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AROUND THE HOUSE

rray Ledger & Times

Process can be overwhelming for first-time homebuyers
Buying a home is the
biggest purchase most
Americans will ever
make, and it involves a
grasp of financial
strategies along with
learning a new
vocabulary, says a real
estate consultant.
The process can be
overwhelming for the
first-time homebuyer,
according. to Dick
Schlott, president of the
New Jersey -based
Schlott Realtors Co.,
who advises the first
step should be the

is the place watt
the Helplul Hardware Man.

gathering of
information.
.94‘
"When you begin to
seriously consider buying a home or a piece of
land, you'll find that
everyone has an opinion," he says, pointing
out that real estate
language includes such
esoteric terms as "title
insurance" and
"points."
But buying real estate
is not like purchasing an
obscure item such as
computer graphics
equipment, Schlott

ALL
ITEMS
ADVERTISED
ON
NATIONAL
T.V.

adds.
"Friends and family
members will have
plenty of advice," he explains. "Use it to conduct your own consumer
Information survey. The
same pro-con process
that you've used to purchase a new car or a
piece of audio equipment will be utilized in
the home -buying
process."
Schlott says potential
purchasers should
analyze their financial
situation by making a

MAR.
BEST
BUYS

AVAILANE AT
PARTICIPATING ACE
HARDWARE STORES

list of their annual income, assets and
liabilities.
"These calculations
will help you foresee the
outcome of the mortgage qualification
check," he explains, adding "a good rule of
thumb calculation to
help you analyze your
financial situation is
what I call the
28-percent factor:
"Twenty-eight percent
of your gross monthly
income . should go to
your mortgage
payment."
Schlott says mortgage
payments include principal plus interest on the
loan, one-12th of the annual real estate taxes
and one-12th of the annual hazard insurance.
"Calculate the total
cost of these three
items," he says. "And if
It fits within the 28 percent guideline, you're on
your way."
Schlott suggests

homebuyers should be
prepared financially to
buy when shopping
because "with today's
low interest rates and
good market value,
dream homes are going
quickly — the home you
like might not be
available when you
return in two weeks to
make the purchase.
"Know your financing
options and mortgage
strategies before you
make the rounds."
When it comes to paying for a home, buyers
have an almost
unlimited number of
financing options from
which to choose, according to Schlott, who
describes the selection
as a real "mortgage
smorgasbord" — a table
filled with exotic names
like "wrap-arounds,"
"balloons" and "buydowns."
Many, he explains, involve financing
assistance from the

home seller, while
Schlott says reputable
others are from regular real estate sales
financial institutions associates can help
like banks and savings walk the customer
and loans organizations. through the mortgage

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

22

Helps take
the "Pain"
out of Painting!

PSR BRI-821
1 13661 /

9 Paint Shield

ROLLER
1" Trim Brush
Handy painting combo includes 9" paint roller with shield
to help eliminate spatters and drips for professional results.
Plus a 1" trim brush, ideal for small areas, window frames, etc.

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

ACE

97
or

•

Gallon

Washable!

1

84*- 129- 11
15862 /

LATEX WHITE

CEILING PAINT
1 Coat Coverage

Latex flat white ceiling paint covers in one coat, dries qtrckly
to a non-yellowing, washable, stain-resistant flat finish.

Black s Decker
Circular
Saw

Round or Square
Point Shovel

1 4"
7/
1 2 h.p.
1/
Reg. $10.87

$531

$31"
MID

IM=1.

111111101111

Q. — I plan on
building two bedrooms
In our attic. I also want
to add a lavatory. Will it
be less expensive if the
lavatory is placed over
the main bathroom
downstairs?
A. — The answer to
your question is yes,
since less piping will be
required. But your use
of the word lavatory is
Interesting. At one time,
a lavatory meant merely a sink in a bathroom.
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We Carry Almost Every Size Nail, Bolt,
Fastener, Glue or Whatever It Takes To Get
The Job Done. We Even Have Horse Shoes
& Horse Shoe Nails.
Largest Inventory In Our Area!

Art
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Murray Supply
Co.
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201 E. Alain

753-3361
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Some interior
decorators think of each
room in a house as having five walls — with the
fifth "wall" being the
floor.
Formany
homeowners, the floor
acts as a background for
a room's textures, colors and furnishings.
Carpeting is one of the
most versatile and
dramatic ways to cover
a floor, according to the
Du Pont "Antron"
Home Decorating
Guide, which says
carpets can pull
together and unify all of
a room's decorating
components.
A major household investment, carpeting requires care in matching
its selection to each
room's function with the
carpet's fiber, performance features, texture
and color.
Once the fiber has
been determined, the
next step is to select the
carpet texture. Varying
textures and patterns
adds spice to a room and
can help to define its
style,the guide says.
Textures can be rough
to the touch, as in tweed,
Berber or level-loop, or
it can be smooth, (like
plush velvet or Saxony).
Patterns can range
from a tiny pin-dot print
to a bold, abstract
geometric.
Mixing a rough
Berber carpet with soft
suede furniture and the
polished look of glass
results in a
sophisticated, contem-

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures

HARDWARE

•

R

Carpeting is very
versatile covering
porary look. Another option is blending a patterned carpet with
another pattern used in
the drapes or
upholstery. Patterns
blend together well
when they are color and
design related.
An elegant velvet
plush or Saxony carpet
with a cut-pile pattern
helps give a formal dining room or living room
a rich, luxurious look.
A family room,
children's bedroom or
multipurpose room that
takes a lot of wear-andtear should be carpeted
with a densely constructed carpet like a
loop-pile or low cut-pile.
Choosing a color
scheme includes decisions on color groups —
warm colors, such as
reds, yellow, browns
and oranges, or cool colors like blues, greens or
grays — and on color
intensities.
Furniture should be
selected with room size
and function in mind.
Whether it's early
American, post-modern
or traditional, the proportions of the furnishings should be compatible with the room
size.
In decorating a living
room, choose comfortable furnishings and
arrange them in groups
that encourage conversation. If it's a bedroom,
consider creating an office in a corner or an
entertainment center
along a wall to extend
the room's livability.

Questions answered on
bathrooms and leaks

ACE

•Mr. Farmer
•Mr. Handyman
•Mr. Builder
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maze because they are
familiar with the financing options and will
make sure the correct
mortgage is selected.

WIMP'

Soon it began to be used
for the room in which
the bathroom sink was
located. These days, it is
used almost interchangeably to mean
either of those or the
bathroom itself — if the
bathroom is small.
Q. — We have an old
house with plumbing
that generally is in good
condition. Recently,
however, there has been
a leak from just under
the handle of the cold
water faucet. It does not
leak all the time, only
when the water is turned on. Is there a simple

A. — Your description
of the kind of leak
makes it almost certain
the nut under the handle, called a packing
nut, needs attention.
Usually you can see the
packing nut: in which
case turn it clockwise
gently until it appears to
be tight, but do not overdo the amount of
pressure exerted:If the
nut is not visible, it is
under some kind of
decorative metal.
Remove the decoration
and go ahead with the
tightening. Most of the
time this is all that is
necessary to halt that
kind of leak. But if the
leak persists, it means
the packing under the
nut is no longer doing its
job. Loosen the nut so
you can dig out the
packing with an awl or
something similar. The
packing looks like the

string used to tie small
packages. It can be purchased in a hardware
store or home supply
center. Replace the old
packing, tighten the nut,
and the job will be done.
One word of caution. In
way the leak can be any work of this kind,
halted?

•
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SECOND FLOOR

BRICK VENEER, BEVELEDPLAN
SIDING and a bow window give
the exterior of this four bedroom house a modified horizontal appearance. Inside, the foyer makes a good reception area with an impressive staircase that leads to the second floor. Plan HA1338N
has 954- square feet on _the fiuit, floor and 864 on the second. For
more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — to National Home Planning Service, 37 Mountain
Ave., Springfield, N.J. 07081.

CHECK
FOR THE
KIDS

Kentucky's children need
your help. And a simple
stroke of the pen will do it.
The problem is child sexual abuse and exploitation.
Estimates place the
of Form 740. $2.00 of your
number of sexually exrefund (or S4.00, if you're
ploited and abused children filing a joint return)will then
at one in ten. Imagine. One be automatically channeled
In every ten children.
to the Child Victim's Trust
Rind. If you're not receiving
But there is an answer.
a
tax refund but wish to
Stronger laws punishing
make a contribution,we will
child molesters is one way
gladly accept your check.
and we've taken that step.
You'll never missBut there is more to be
the money.
done and that's where you
can help.
And youlll be helping to
break the cycle of child
The Child Victim's Trust
Rind was created specifi- ‘sexual abuse.
cally to deal with this
Please,Check For The Kids.
growing problem.
If it means only one
Its job is to assist individual child will be saved,it will be
communitiesin their efforts to worth it.
prevent child sexual abuse.
Before it happens. And in
If you wish to make a
cases where it has hapcontribution, please send
pened,to repair the damage. your check to:
Here's how you can help The Child Victim's Trust Rind/
This year, if you're getting David L. Armstrong, Chaira refund on your Kentucky
person/Office of the Attorney
state taxes, simply check
General/Capital Building/
Box 21-B on the first page
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

I!
4 Tilik

F

KENTUCKY CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE AND
EXPLOITATION PREVENTION BOARD

(Cont'd on page 7)
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Description and use given for different types of nails

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
"Hitting the nail on
the head," "nailing
down" an agreement
and "getting nailed between the eyes" are
among the many expressions that have
their origin in the
fastener we call a nail.
Oddly enough, the nail
itself has what can be a
puzzling designation. It
is called a 2-penny or 2d
nail, a 4-penny or 4d
nail, and so on. According to legend, generally accepted but occasionally disputed, the
term penny originated
in medieval England to
describe the number of
nails of a given size sold
for a penny.
To confuse it further,
the letter used to mean a
penny (a small d) is an
abbreviation of a Latin
word meaning penny.

Questions

and can be driven below
the surface. Some have
tiny indentations in the
head to facilitate driving the finishing nail
below the wood with a
nailset. It is used for
trim, cabinets and the
like. A bit heavier than
the finishing nail, but
the same type, is the
casing nail. Also
similar, but smaller, is
the brad.
Besides the diamond
points found on common
nails, other varieties of
points are found on
nails. Needle point nails
have the sharpest of all
points and are the
easiest to start prior to
driving, as when making boxes or applying
gypsum board.
A nail with a blunt
point helps to eliminate
wood splitting, since it
cuts and bounces its
way through the wood.

It is often used when
working with hardwood
floors.
There are even what
are called pointless
nails, which give the
greatest protection
against wood splitting,
since they cut through
the fibers of the wood
rather than follow its
grain.
Chisel point nails are
ideal for driving into
heavy timbers and
therefore usually are
long and large, often
referred to as spikes.
One kinds of nail, called a side point, is for
clinching, when the protruded pointed end is to
be bent over for driving.
This is only a small
part of the story regarding the many varieties
of nails. For instance,
many different finishes
are found on nails.
Cement-coated nails

are used mainly for
economical holding
power and give some
protection against corrosion. Hot -dip
galvanized nails have a
pure zinc coating and
are used for roofing and
other outdoor exposure
applications; they give
good corrosion protection and have a thick.
rough appearance.
Electrogalvanized nails
have a very thin coating
for limited corrosion
protection but are
bright, shiny and very

smooth. Annealed nails
have undergone a heattreating process that
enables them to bend
rather than break under
force. Another fastener
of this kind is the
hardened nail, also
heat-treated to prevent
trouble when used on
hardwood. Another heat
treatment, designed to
make the nail free of
any residue, turns the
fastener blue.
While average do-ityourselfers may never
have a need for most of

these special-purpose Some nails are
nails, they should know ringshanked, some
have
that no matter what annular threads.
some
kind of project they are are twisted, some
are
working on, they can do fluted, and on
and on.
the job better by using And, of course,
there
the right nails — and the are •'cut" masonry
nails
right nails are in ex- with square shanks.
istence somewhere even
(Do-it-yourselfers will
if they have never heard find much valuable
inof them.
formation on various
In all cases, you can subjects in Andy Lang's
increase the holding handbook, -Practical
power of your fasteners Home Repairs," which
if you use nails with can be obtained by
senthreaded shanks. Even ding $2 to this paper at
in this area, there is a Box 5, Teaneck, NJ
large variety of types. 07666. i

(Cont'd from page 8)

you can avoid marring
the fixture by placing
some kind of tape over
the jaws of the wrench
or the nut which is to be
turned.
Q. — We will soon
need a new roof. A
friend says we can
replace our asphalt
shingles with wood
shingles and have a roof
that will last longer. Is
this true?
A. — It's not that simple. While most wood
shingles may last longer
than most asphalt
shingles, that is by no
means true in all cases.
Some premium asphalt
shingles last longer than
wood. However, that's
not the main consideration. Wood shingles,
because of their flammability, cannot be used
in some places. In
others, they are permitted if treated with a fire
retardant. Don't make
any decision ahead of
time. Check into all
angles, especially your
local building codes,
then decide what to do.
Q. — We are puychasing a passive solar
house. It has a storage
wall in the rear
greenhouse that will
catch the rays of the sun
in the daytime and
release them at night.
The contractor says it is
called a Trombe wall,
but 'can't -find-it in any
of the dictionaries. What
is a Trombe wall?
A. — A Trombe wall is
usually made of
masonry and will hold
and release the heat as
you explained. How effective it is depends a lot
on where it is placed in
relation to the sun and
how thick it is. It is named after a French
designer, Felix Trombe,
who discovered the concept and created the
wall.
Q. — I plan to build a
patio. Can you tell me
the advantages of different placements for
the patio, since my
house has places on all
four sides for it? I would
prefer it at the rear of
the house, but I want the
area to be free of sun at
some period of the day.
A. — Your best bet in
selecting the nsite is to
observe the path of the
sun around your house
eve* day for a couple of
weeks and write down
what you see. You will
soon know exactly
which side of the house
gets the most sun, which
the least, which in the
morning and which in
the afternoon. Generally, a patio facing south
will get the most sun,
but may also require a
roof. One facing north
will get the least sun.
One facing east will get
the most nth in the morning, the least in the
afternoon. And one facing west will get the
least sun in the morning,'the most in the
afternoon. In making
your selection, however,
consider other factors,
such as privacy, convenience, cost of construeand so on. Almost

Ir.

Although the terminology is still used,
the best way to buy nails
is to asI for them by size
and let Jhe dealer figure
it out.
HeR-e some facts
about nails that will help
you make the proper
selection when your doit-yourself activities
reach that knowledge
category.
Common nails are,
appropriately enough,
the most common. They
are general purpose
nails and the kind you
usually get if you don't
specify which kind you
want. Common nails
have diamond points
and flat heads. Box nails
are like common nails
except that they have
thinner shanks.
The other type of nail
you are likely to use
often is the finishing
nail. It has a small head

as important is the kind A long crack has
of view you will have developed in the dining
when relaxing on the room wall. It goes from
patio. But, to repeat, the ceiling to the floor,
observation of the path apparently where there
of the sun over a period is a seam. What is the
of time will help you best way to fix this?
make the correct
A. — Make the gap in
choice.
the seam a little wider,
Q. — We have then fill it in with the
wallboard in our house. joint compound used for

gypsum board. Smooth
the area with a putty
knife. This remedy will
be sufficient most of the
time. When it isn't, you
may have to put the
compound into the opening, cover it with special
tape for such seams and
then apply some more
compound.

ECl/4 thePowerfidPro-IlualitrAfrernatime
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Each
Reg 5 99

First,frcvn the start

20-5-5 Lawn Fertilizer or 10-6-4 Weed & Feed covers
5,000 square feet 18 pound bags

tkilsi

At4tPi

Save big on this
powerful, pro-quality
ECHO 18" bar, 44cc
Chain Saw!
Each
Values to 5 99
Round Point. Square Point Shovel or Garden
Rake. The perfect tools for working gardens
shrub and flower beds.

CS 440EVL

When you're ready to
tackle tough jobs the easy way.
-Exclusive Pro-Fire — electronic ignition
Ii easy starts
• Quiet, yet powerful 2-stroke engine
• Lightweight, well-balanced.
• Automatic chain oiling
• Anti-vibration system
Reg. $309.95

Reg 6 29
x 50' Reinforced Vinyl Garden Hose remains
flexible in extreme temperatures Coils easily

NOW
LUMBER
$27995
SAVE

'Size
4

Time-saving ECHO blowers
make outdoor clean-up a breeze!
SAVE

8 ft. 10 ft. 12 ft. 16 ft.

2x4

1.22

1.59

1.89

2.60

2x6

1.64

2.04

2.47

3.32

2x8

2.41

3.13

3.61

5.02

2x10 2.85

3.65

4.29

5.70

Check our everyday low prices!

$5000

Galvanized Steel

Mallbos_ •

Heavy Duty Tacker v..— E:

•

Rag. t161
• America's favorite gas-powered alternative
to rakes and blooms
• Clear leaves clippings. din, light snow
PB210E
-Lightweight well-balanced, no cord
• Exclusive Pro-Fire' electronic ignition ON SALE
$119.95
for easy starts
• Quiet, precision 2 stroke engine
Sale ends 3-21-86

OP
P
.8141

IMP
Lacyt x
••,11

LATEX ENAMEL
• Highly washable.
low gloss finish
• Resists chopping and flaking
• Dries in 1 hour or lees
• Equipment cleens up

GT-1000

Rio 44
Foot Aluminum Stepladder. Auto f.,1,1 p,nni :t.i,
sheil tested to IOU pounds Full .I.

Reg. $129

with water
In 800 colors

6

LATEX HOUSE PAINT
• Latex House paint
• -Breathes moisture
to eliminate peeling
• Use on exterior
surfaces, including trim
• Needs no primer in
most Cas•II
• Rousts moldy's. dirt and
excess chalking
• %later clean up

In 800 Colors

90 Days Interest Free Financing Available

90 Days Same As Cash

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
Prices Good
759-1390
thrs Starch 17
Open 7 Days A Week

205 N. 4th Murra

753-4110

Your Complete Hams Building Supply Center
*Other Lxations — Benton de IAAa City, KY*
listray Seers: Illen.-tr1. 9:30 a.m.-7 p.m.. Sat. s a.m.-11 p.m., San. 1-3 p.m.
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Car dealers scheduled for
arraignments on charges

Refinance your
First Mortgage
for Fixed Rate comforti

•ty.

General Assembly roundup

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Over objections that the bill sets
a precedent that could bankrupt
the state, the Kentucky Senate
has approved the legislation
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Six
A trial date in Paducah has
Kentucky
needed for the state to buy and
western Kentucky residents are not been set for car dealer J.
I
General
improve 1,800 acres for Toyota
scheduled for arraignment Clenton Henson; his sons, C.
Motor Corp.
March 21 on federal charges in Alan and Dennis Henson; his
Assembly
The bill would allow the state
an alleged operation to roll back daughter, Sheila Lutz, and her
to purchase and improve inodometers of cars for resale.
husband, Ralph, and another
dustrial sites then lease or give
A federal grand jury indicte,d *western Kentucky car dealer,
them to businesses that promise
the people on mail fraud, con- Gary Ray.
to build a plant on them.
liracv and odometer tamperAn affidavit filed in federal
An amendment to the bill reing for allegedly changing court for the March 4 indictment
quires that future incentive
odometers after cars were said the businesses involved in
packages must be approved by
cleaned and repaired in Benton the alleged scheme included
the General Assembly.
Gary Ray's Used Cars, David
and Murray.
Prather said the increase in
Henson Used Cars, Dennis's Ustaxes the state realizes from the
employee system, dealing with
ed Cars and the Henson Motor
plants would be considered paylayoffs, employee job classificaSchool board to meet Co.
FIXED RATE HOME LOAN
ment for the land, building and
tions and other issues.
The alleged scheme may have
other
improvements.
— Passed 33-1 SB280, which
meant
$500-$1,000 profit per car
The Calloway County Board of
The state could spend as much
would
that
require professional
passed
throug
h
the
operaEducation will hold its regular
as $35 million to buy and imliability insurance rates to be
meeting Wednesday, March 12 tion and that number may have
prove the Scott County site for
based on losses from awards
• 15 Year Fixed Rate Mortgage
been as many as 5,000 highat 6 p.m. at the board office.
Toyota
.
made in Kentucky, rather than
mileag
e used cars, Assistant
Items
on
the
agenda
include
• Fast approval
The bill would authorize the
throug
U.S.
hout the nation.
Attorn
ey
Duane
Schwar
tz
selection of an audit firm, travel
state to issue revenue bonds to
The House on Monday passed
requests; fuel bids and a calen- said.
• 30 Year Fixed Rate Loans also available
pay for funding industrial
a bill to establish the Com"We're talking about lots of
dar amendment.
develo
pment projects.
monwealth Venture Fund.
• Purchase and Refinance
Also included in the minutes miles," Schwartz said of the
Sen.
Joe
Lane
Travis,
The venture fund allows State
Ralleged
fraud
operati
on. "It's
will be consideration of motions
Glasgow, called the bill a
tax credits of 40 percent for peonot 5,000 or 10,000 miles, but
filed be Ed Overbey.
"turkey" and said it is unCall Janice Lester at
ple willing to invest in the fund.
50,000, 75,000 or 100,000.
constitutional. He said such
The tax credits would be capped
(502) 759-1630 today for full details.
deals could bankrupt the state in
at $7 million over three years.
the future.
According to Rep. Ramsey
dale, Sergeant said.
1 201 Main St
The constitutionality of the
Eguol
Morris, D-Hopkinsville, the
"We're in for a busy sumMurray,
Ky
Housing
state's incentives for Toyota has
money would go to help fledgling
mer," he quipped.
"
*11
11,
Lender
•••
been questioned, but proponents small businesses with inIn
the mean time, Sergeant
,r
of the measure are supporting a
6:e•?:
4
/ -. 04
vestments of no more than
6
1
:
1 4,
added that two city utilities
'Terms may
(Cont'd from page I)
court
Change withtest
to
settle
the
$500,00
issue.
0.
employ
ees — Jim Buchanan and
=1:11
out notice
has been doing the utility relocaSen. Ed O'Daniel, D The bill passed 74-12; but Rep.
Gerry Requarth — are on the
tion along 12th Street, but the ciSpringfield, said the provision
Joe Clarke, D-Danville, said he
U.S. 641 job site whenever any
ty will have to handle the utilitygiving the General Assembly the
SAVINGS BANK
was uncertain exactly what the
work is being done to assist
• Current federal regvietions mown thet S wend,ten date for informationel wpm.. Baited osa 0100.000 tale price
relocation chores along Glenpower to approve future probill would do.
however possible.
540 • idan of SII0 000 Th• neweley premed MN to $54740
tor {marvel end waves** IS yewsjects removes "any danger of
"The only guarantee is a 40
"They're out there to protect
runaway financing" by the
percent tax credit for
our customers," Sergeant said.
state.
somebody," Clarke said.
"We're going to help out all we
After the 29-6 vote, Prather inThe House adjourned before
can even though this is a state
troduced Toyota President completing its full agenda
and federal project."
Shoichiro Toyoda and his wife to
because of the threat of a torthe Senate. Toyoda was visiting
nado. Tornado watches were
Gov. Martha Layne Collins durposted for several areas of the
0
ing a twa-day businesS trip to
state for a time on Monday.
Choose from 3 Meats & 6 Vegetables
$
central Kentucky.
The House also passed Senate
Cornbread & Hot Rolls Are Also Included
In other action, the Senate
Bill 86, which would prohibit inBobby R. Allen, 44, of 809 N.
passed 34-2 a bill which would
surance companies from refus19th St., Was named in one of 42
establish procedures.for dealing
Also Serving Our Bountiful Wad Bar Plus Our Famous
ing
to issue or renew automobile
indictm
Fish &
ents handed down about
with juvenile criminals. Sen. insurance based on the marital
Seafood Dinners In Special Luncheon Portions
2:30 p.m. Monday in McCracken
Mike Moloney, 6-Lexington, status of the applicant.
County District Court, accorsaid
he has been working to get a
The House attached an
Starting At $245
ding to Deputy Clerk Karen
Unified Juvenile Code passed
amendment that would prohibit
Granner. Allen has been insince 1977. Although similar
Open 11 a.m. Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m. Sat.
companies from establishing indicted for knowingly receiving
measures were passed in 1980 surance premiums on anything
ii a
stolen property over $100 and
and 1982, they were never fundother than the applicant's drivknowingly receiving stolen proed,
Molone
ViaaVik
y
said.
ing
record over the previous two
perty under $100.
Collins Was included money in
years.
The indictments stemmed
the 1986-88 budget to fund the
The change means the bill will
from Allen's arrest.in Paducah
program, which Moloney called
have to return to the Senate.
Dec. 26 where he was charged
a replacement for a "hodgeOn a similar topic, the House
with the two counts of receiving
podge of laws" now on the
passed a billl to prohibit instolen property.
books.
surance companies from refusAllen is scheduled to be arIn other action, the Senate:
ing to renew policies for hanraigned in Paducah Friday and
— Passed 23-8 SB340, an extendicapped people based solely on
his case is scheduled to be set
sive revision of the state merit
their handicap.
sometime in April, according to
Granner.

9.75%
10.10* APR

1986
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Weather may
help road work...

1/1/01/111•

FSLIC

RICPUBLIC

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH

Every Monday thru Friday at 11 a.m.
1 Meat 3 Vegetables

Murrayan named
in indictments

300

641

,
MOW.

*- tutu *cas

117%
(NJ

Murray woman
faces charges

-

Renault Alliance

— -

Renault Encore S

Now, for a limited time, we are offering 7.7% APR
Financing (36 months)on all 1985-86 Renault Alliance
and Encore.

A Murray woman is scheduled
to appear in General Sessions
Court in Parts, Tenn. on March
18 where she will face charges
she allegedly purchased property with a stolen credit card.
Fanellis Birdsong, 39, of Route
3, Murray was arrested in Paris
last week and was charged with
purchasing property with a
stolen credit card and attempting to purchase property with a
stolen credit card. Birdsong is
being accused of using a credit
card reported stolen from
Jeanette Storey, also of Murray.
Birdsong allegedly used the
card in an attempt to purchase
merchandise from Wal-Mart
and Rogers Jewelry, both of
Paris, Tenn.

Institutions require
some to buy insurance
4WD Jeep Cherokee Pioneer

,

_•
rERc
ANN
EWG
RATE*
48 Months

0

Jeep Grand Wagonear

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Predictions that western Kentucky will feel the effects of a
major earthquake in the next 24
years have prompted some
financial institutions to require
home buyers to obtain earthquake insurance.
Geologists have speculated
that a major quake could hit the
region before the year 2000.

Bill would change KPS commissioners
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill introduced on behalf of probable gubernatorial candidate
Grady Stumbo would transform
the Kentucky Public Service
Commission from three appointees to seven elected
commissioners.
The bill reflects "lack of confidence by the consumer that the
regulatory process is protecting
them from unreasonable
charges," Stumbo said in a
statement prepared for a news
conference Monday.
House Bill 956 was filed Friday by Rep. Greg Stumbo, DPrestonsburg, who was a leader
of Grady Stumbo's unsuccessful
campaign for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination in
1983.
He has not officially announced, but Grady Stumbo is considered a likely entrant in the
1987 primary. His statement
said the legislation was being filed now because "during any
campaign, candidates to get
votes often resort to
demagoguery of a specific utility point."
Other changes proposed in
HB956 would:
— Prohibit rate increases to
pay for utility-plant construction
in progress.
— Prohibit more than one rate

Jeep Comanche

on all
1985-86
Jeep Models

IRA
WORKSHOPS
Jeep J-10

•If you do not utilize the APR program, Renault will pay you the follow
ing on the ptirchase of any of the following 85-86 vehicles:
Affiance/Encore $300
Cherokee/Wagoneer $500
Eagle / J-10/J-20 $400
Grand WagoneeF $1000
(Offer ends April 30, 1986)

CAINS AMC JEEP
Hwi.

641 North, Murray 753-6448

Every Sat. 10 a.m.-11 a.m.
Every Thurs. 7 p.m.-8 p.m.
(Feb. 15th-April 12th)
Edward D. Jones & Co.
& Randy Saladin will answer
your IRA & IRA Rollover
Questions. NO Cost or
obligation! Sessions hold
at 522 Main St.
753-7401

Irr
.
Ildwars1 O. Jones II Co.
MLA 0.4embers Nef
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S
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increase per year.
— Increase maximum fines on
utilities and allow refunds to
customers.
— Alter the commission's
system for handling consumer
complaints.
— Bat automatic fuel
increases.
— Require a "market sensitive" interest rate on customer
deposits, rather than a fixed 6
percent.
— Enable consumer intervenors to recoup the cost of
opposing utility rate requests.

Ruling...
(Cont'd from page 1)
surance monies were
guaranteed by U.S. companies.
"The rest is from foreign companies and that's a concern to
us." Brown said.
In a second decision, the judge
stayed a court order forbidding
Arrow Air and its insurer from
executing out-of-court settlements without the consent of
the bankruptcy court.
About 70 of the 248 families'
have filed lawsuits against Arrow Air, and court officials are
concerned that the insurance
monies could be exhausted
through early settlements,
Brown said.

SL DD

insuranceAi
BOY E)

Agency

Tony Soyd

302 N. 12th
733-5842

See Us For
ALL
Your Insurance Needs
Home, Auto, Farm, Mobile
home, Business, Life &
Health, Crop
Open Sot. 9 tll 1
753-n42
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ON EDUCATION
Material for Ws page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
is

Pictured with Mrs. Cooper's second grade students at Southwest Elementary
is Kathy Cohen of the Humane Society, who recently visited the students to
talk about caring for pets at home. Tina Wyatt and Laura Boaz (front row,
center) are holding "Kelly the St. Bernard and Garfield the Cat — the two
clay figurines the students are using to collect for the Humane Society. The
students have donated more than $50.00 so far and are continuing the project
through the end of the year.

.1141111100.0.
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Futrell serves on
association board
Ruth Ann Futrell, the four content areas of
Calloway County High mathematics, science,
School teacher, has language arts, and social
received word of her ap- studies.
pointment by Gov. ColAll categories of comlins to the 17 member petition will begin on
Board of Directors for Saturday, April 19, 1986,
the Kentucky Academic at district sites to be
Association. The purpose determined by the
of the Association is to Board. The top two
develop, implement, teams In' creative exsponsor, and regulate a pression and quick
program of academic recall, the top four incompetition for the dividuals in English
state's schools in a way composition, and the top
that considers students' four individuals in each
welfare and encourages content area in the writacademic achievement. ten assessment category
The Association will also will advance to regional
monitor, evaluate, and competitions scheduled
verify the quality of for Saturday, April 26,
other academic competi- 1986.
tions already existing in
At the regional level
Kentucky but not sponthe winning team in the
sored by the Association,
quick recall and creative
to assure that such comexpression categories,
petitions meet the educa- the top two individuals in
tional standards of the
the English composition
Association.
. category, and the top two
Each year the Associaindividuals in each contion will sponsor district,
tent category will adregional, and state comvance to the state
petitions in the four
competition.
categories of quick
recall, written assessThe individuals or
ment, English composi- teams that finish first in
tion, and creative ex- each category or content
pression. The quick area at the state comrecall and creative ex- petition will be declared
pression categories will state champions. In addiinvolve
teams
of tion, a point system used
students from each par- in the district and
ticipating • school; the regional competitions to
written assessment and determine a school
English composition will champion shall be used
offer competition bet- In the state competition.
ween
individuals The school receiving the.
representing a school. most points will be
The written assessment awarded the Governor's
category is divided into Cup.

Afterschool programs offered
Murray High School student Kelly Prescott uses the "Echo" Speech Syn•
thesizer to help him when he uses the computer. Kelly has been blind since
birth but has attended the Murray Schools since first grade and has required
very little special help from teachers.

Special computer meets needs
of Murray High blind student
Even though most
adults have learned to
rely on computers in
their daily lives, they
may still regard the
computer as a somewhat
strange and intimidating
machine.
Like the typical high
school student, Kelly
Prescott isn't at all intimidated by computers.
.although we might expect the computer
laboratory at Murray
High School to be the last
place the 14-year-old
freshman would spend
most of his time.
Kelly is totally, blind
and has been blind since
birth.
Last year, in a special
nine-weeks introductory
course at Murray Middle
School, he had his first
experience with computers. and the BASIC
programming language.
He's been hooked ever
since.
"It was so easy," he
said, with disarming
frankness. "I learned
more than they could
teach me."
This year the school
fixed up a computer so
that it could talk back to
me--makes advanced
programming
even
easier."
What teacher Sue
Vandergrift did was to
track down a copy of the
"Echo" Speech Synthesizer and the hardware necessary to convert Kelly's Apple IIE
computer for its use.
She said that Bill
Albritten of Murray
State's Counseling and
Testing Center for identifying Echo as what Kel-

ly needed.
Echo is not designed
for blind or visually.
handicapped students-but it works.
It reads aloud the
words and numbers Kelly types on the keyboard.
"Most of the information I need to know is up
here," he said, tapping
his head,"but it helps to
know I haven't made a
typing error."
Before Echo was
available, he said, "I'd
know I'd made a mistake
when my program didn't
work."
Kelly's attended the
Murray Schools since
first grade--but he's required very little special
help from teachers. He
attends all regular
classes, and keeps his
grades above average.
"Don't get me wrong-I like Echo a lot," he
said, with the pride of independence. "But I can
work the computer
without it."
•
Echo also adds music
and sound effects to Kelly's programs--a feature
he's
delighted
to
demonstrate.
He can change the
pitch and the speed of the
robotic voice that reads
his typed words, and he
can create sound effects
from a roaring train to a
dripping faucet.
Mrs. Vandergrift said
that Kelly has no problem keeping up with the
rest of the class in the introductory computer
science course. In fact,
he's just as likely to help
other students with problem areas as they are to
help him.

The atmosphere in the
computer laboratory at
Murray High School is
unlike
the
typical
classroom. There's no
patterned instruction, no
hierarchical
lesson
plans.
The students come
from all four grade
levels at Murray High
School. They work individually, sharing ideas
and new discoveries with
their classmates: and
there's generally a buzz
of low-key conversation.
Kelly thrives on it.
"Computers are definitely in my future." he said.
"I'm planning to go to
the college at Murray
State--maybe to be an
engineer.
"The only thing I know
for sure is that I'll end up
working with computers."
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The Murray Elementary School ParentTeacher Organization
will sponsor three
afterschool enrichment
programs for children in
grades 1-4.
An afterschool program in art will be conducted by students Majoring in art education at
Murray State University, under the direction of
Dr. Camille Douglas.
Douglas said that in
addition to painting and
drawing, "the Great Artist Series" will introduce the students to
the works of Vincent Van
Gogh,
Norman
Rockwell, Henri de
Toulouse-Lautrec, Franz
Marz, and
August
Renoir.
The art class is for
children in grades 3-4. It
meets at Carter Elementary Center, beginning
Thursday, March 20,
2:30-4:00, for successive
Thursdays through April
24.
First and second
graders at Robertson
Elementary Center are
offered an afterschool
program in drama,
ta,ught by .,Liz Bussey,
director of the Murray.
Calloway County Corn-

Inieeleleeelle."-r••

North students enjoy lunch with their grandparents during Grandparents
Day. First grader, Michael Galloway enjoys lunch with his grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Galloway and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Herndon.

North grandparents wait in line to be served during Grandparents
Day at
North Elementary on February 19. "Welcome Grandparents"
on the
cafeteria wall greeted visitors as they entered the cafeteria. Third
grader,
Jarred Lassiter, waits in line with his grandparents Mrs. Myrtle Jones
and
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Lassiter.

North Elementary holds Grandparents Day
The students of North
Calloway Elementary
welcomed their grandparents to school on
Wednesday, Feb. 19 and
Friday. Feb. 21 during
Grandparents' Day. Approximately 200 grandparents visited the
school and ate lunch
with their grandchildren. The purpose of
the special days was to
show the North grandparents how much they
are appreciated.
The grandparents
noted the vast change in
the lunch menu in corn-

parision to their school
days. Lunch on Wednesday consisted of roast
beef w/gravy, baked
and creamed potatoes,
broccoli w/cheese
sauce, a variety of
salads, hot rolls, and
desserts, or hot dogs
and fries. Friday's
menu consisted of fried
chicken, potatoes
w/gravy, a variety of
vegtables, salads,
desserts and hot rolls, or
cheeseburger and fries. •
Many shared with their
grandchildren and
school personnel ex-

periences of long ago.
when school lunch consisted of a biscuit and
butter or some item
brought from home.
The students all
agreed that Grandparents's Day was a big
success and plans are to
make it an annual
event. Mr. Ronnie
Walker, North principal, stated that North
parents and grandparents are always
welcome to visit and
have lunch with their
child.

munity Theater. Bussey
said that the children
will
do
creative
dramatics and learn
some basic acting skills.
The format will be
similar to workshops she
has taught through the
Community Theater in
;RV
•
)
. ,JP •
the past.
_
The class will begin on
Wednesday, March 19,
2:30-3:30, and continue
on successive Wednesday afternoons through
April 16.
A similar class for
third and fourth graders
at Carter Center will be
offered beginning April
23
and
continuing
through May 14.
Afterschool classes
will not meet during the
Murray Schools' Spring
Break, April 7-11.
Each course carries a
$10.00 fee. Instructors
volunteer their expertise
and their time.
For more information
on the PTO's afterschool
programs, or to register, The Murray
High School Speech and Drama Club involves 40 students from
call PTO president Jean all grade levels
and participates in speech and drama equally, Sponsor Mark
Bennett,
753-2590. Etherton says the club meets
at least once a week — more often if the students
Parents
may
also are preparing for one of the
approximately 15 tournaments they compete in
register by calling Nor- each
year.
ma Dunn at Robertson
Center (753-50221 or
Janice 4McClard at
Carter Center (753.5531).

barbecue savings
Box of 18 Pieces 6 Oz

.Filet Mignon Steak

$

0
00

Choice Sides of 2251b. to 300 lb
No Chargs,for Cutting, Wrapping or Freezing

Beef
EAGLE GALVANIZED
2S-Gallon Gasoline Can

Lb $ 1 25

14 Lb 100"T, Ground Beef

$1946

Patties

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

$5.138

Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray city
schools at 7534363 or the Calloway County
public schools at 753-3033.

/What\

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon Fri
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray'.

a buy!
For oil your Travel Reseryottons Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
reprocentinq
American and International Traveltime

Field's
A strong durable filler made from galvanized steel The dome shaped
body has no top or side seam and the bottom Is double-seamed to the
body Made to resist leakage and withstand rough use. Comes equipped
with a flip vent and 7' long flexible spout with screen.

Wieners

Lb

Partin's Country

Sausage
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Smoked

Jowl

By the Piece

99
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MISSOULA, Montana
( AP) - Montana and
Texas Christian will bring distinctly different
styles of basketball to
the opening game of the
National Invitation
Tournament, with the
Grizzlies' inside power
game squaring off
against the quicker.
guard-oriented offense
of the Horned Frogs.
-WU will be wellcoached and disciplined
and take good shots."
said Montana Coach
Mike Montgomery. "I
think they will run a
roan defense and a fourman passing game."
The Horned Frogs.
21-8, will be led tonight
by guards Carl Lott and
guard Carven
Holcombe. who average
respectively 14.9 and
12.8 points a game. Lott
was named the
Southwest Conference's
newcomer of the year.
Tel: also features one
of the best defenses in
the country, giving up
just 57.2 points a game
and allowing its opponents to shoot just 40.5
percent from the floor.
Montana's bread and
butter is senior forward
Larry Krystkowiak. a
6-foot -9 All-America
candidate who averaged
22 points and 11.4 rebounds a game.
Krystkowiak is the
school's all-time leading

scorer and rebounder,
and was named the
NCAA District 7's
player of the year.
He is joined on the
front line by 6-10 senior
center Larry McBride,
averaging 10.8 points a- game. and 6-5 forward
John Boyd.
Texas Christian
finished its regular
season in a tie with
Texas and Texas AgiM
for first place in the
Southwest Conference,
but lost in the conference's postseason
tourney to eventual
champion Texas Tech,
71-64.
Texas Tech also happens to be the only common opponent this
season of Teu and Montana. The Grizzlies lost
to the Red Raiders 65-58
at Lubbock last
November.
Montana, 21-10,-ended
its regular season tied
for first place in the Big
FIRST IN THE FOURTH - Fourth District champion Murray High
Sky Conference with
School, shown here celebrating with the championship trophy Saturday
Northern Arizona, and
night, will attempt to defend its First Region title as well when the Tigers
lost in the postseason
take on Reidland in tonight's first-round game (tipoff approximately 8 p.m.)
conference tournament
title game to Montana
State, 82-77.
Wednesday night in
the first round of the
NIT, it will be Dayton.
19-8. at McNeese St.,
20-10; Boston University, 21-9, at Providence,
15-13; and Pittsburg,
15-13. at. Southwest
Missouri State 22-7.

First Region tournament

Tivis exhibition sinks Marshall County, 69-53

Top 20 Poll
By Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in the final Associated
Press college basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, total points based on
20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-11- 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1,
record through March 9 and last week's
rankting •
Record Pts Pvs
1.Duke (63
32-2 1279
1
2.Kansas
31-3 1213 2
3.Kentucky
29-3 1123
3
4.St. John's
30-4 1082 5
5. Michigan
27-4
995
7
6.Georgia Tech
25-6 958 6
7.Louisville
26-7 839 11
8.North Carolina
26-5 809 4
9.Syracuse
25-5 805 8
10.Notre Dame
23-5 647 12
11.Nev.-Las Vegas
31-4
585 13
12.Memphis State
27-5
554 10
13.Georgetown
23-7
468 14
14.Bradley
31-2
461
9
15.0klahoma
26-8
318 15
16.Indiana
21-7
272 16
7.Navy
27-4
248 18
18.Michigan State
21-7
182 18
19.Illinois
21-9
159 19
20.Texas-E1 Paso
27-5
83 -Others receiving votes: Alabama 56,
Maryland 48. St. Joseph's 46. Pepperdine 40,
Virginia 36, Purdue 34, Arizona 17, North
Carolina State 17, Iowa State 12. Xavier. Ohio 8.
Louisiana State 7, Alabama-Birmingham 6,
Auburn 5, Jacksnville 5, Tulsa 5, Cleveland
State 4. Iowa 4. Old Dominion 4, Temple 2, Northeastern 1

SALE PRICE
PM trans
asses/.

P185/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

$42.70

$57.55
$59.41
$63.10
IBM U

95

Tiempo

P155/80R13
Whitewall
No trade needed

• Steel belted
radial construction
delivers strength.
• Flexible sidewall
deliver a smooth,
comfortable ride
tread wear, and
fuel efficiency
Tread designed
to dissipate heat
for tire durability

of the boys tournament at Racer Arena. Murray High defeated
Marshall
County to defend its Fourth District title over the weekend. Reidland
is the
Second District runnerup.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Donald Tivis made up
his mind Monday night
that the opening game
of the First Region boys
basketball tournament
would be his personal
showcase of talent.
Tivis, the 5-foot-9
Tilghman guard, scored
32 points - and piloted
Paducah to an impressive, 69-53, victory
over Marshall County in
Murray State's Racer
Arena. '
In the second game
Monday, First District
runnerup Hickman
County eliminated
Third District champion
Ballard Memorial,
54-52.
Hickman's Bruce
Lane sank an 8-foot
jumper on the left
baseline with :04 remaining and a 25-foot
desperation shot by
Brent Buchanan bounced off the rim at the
buzzer to end Ballard's
last gasp hopes.
In the opening game
Tilghman, the Second
District champion, extended its winning ways
to 27-1.
Tivis was the man of
the hour as he broke the
game open in the last
minute of the second
period.

TORNADO TERROR - Paducah Tilghman
guard Donald Tivis, a 5-foot-9 junior, scored 32
points to lead his team over Marshall County in
the boys First Region tournament Monday. Tivis
hit 13 of 23 shots from the field and six of eight
from the line, plus he hauled down eight
rebounds.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

The junior
ballhandler hit two free
throws with 5:44 to give
Tilghman its first lead
of the quarter, 20-19. At
2:09 the Tornado began
to pull away after Marshall County scored to
trail only 24-23.
With a minute to go,
Tivis drove the length of
the court to score a
crowd-inspiring layup
and on the Marshals'
next possession he stole
the ball at mid-court,
drove in for the layup
and was fouled.
Tivis made the bonus
shot and Tilghman took
a 33-25 lead into the
lockerroom.
After the break the
Marshals whittled the
lead to 33-29 but Tivis
scored back-to-back
jumpers to push the
margin back to eight,
37-29.
Marshall County fell
steadily behind despite
two 16-point efforts by
Brett Larimer and John
Solomon.
Tilghman guard
Terry Sutton, not to be
out-done by his runningmate, scored 16
points and had five
rebounds.
On the boards,
Tilghman had 11 rebounds from Damon
Rouse and Tivis grabb-

ed eight. Solomon nabbed 13 caroms to lead
both teams, but the
Marshals were outworked on the boards,
36-33.
Tilghman committed
only half the turnovers
that Marshall County
did, seven to 14, and the
Tornado had twice as
many free throw opportunities (21 to 10), making 13 to Marshall's five.
Marshall County, the
Fourth District runnerup, ended its season
19-8.
Tonight the First
Region boys continue
their tournament action
with Carlisle County
playing Graves County
at 6 p.m. and defending
regional champ Murray
High playing Reidland
in the second game. The
Murray-Reidland contest will begin approximately 30 minutes after
the first game ends.
Friday the semifinal
games will begin at 6
p.m. and the championship will be played
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Paducah Tilghman
and Hickman County
will play Friday's first
semifinal contest and
tonight's winners will
matchup in the second
game.

Box Scores
Vint lianw
at Racer Arena
TILGHMAN 1691 - Ti a
Neal 1 laving,Inn
,
Sutton 16
s
28;60 13 21 69
MARSHALL CO (53) - '01!..r.ot
2 Birdsong s Lartincr 16 1 ,ar
nail 7 Lockett I Solomon 16
Totals - 24.54 5 in Sl
Second (in me
at Racer Arena
HICKMAN CO (541 %A ea t herspoon t Ione-.
Bartlett 20 Miner 0 Varhri,
Lane 9 M Alenapder 7, K Ales
ander 6. Mathis 2 Total, - ii27
22-30 54
BALLARD (52) - Finus1,.11
Bobo 2 Townsend slb hanan
16. Myatt 14 Dalton C. Total.; 20;46 12,20 52
Records - Ballard 1:1
Hickman 15 13

Playoff
Results
MONDAY'S GAMES
BOYS
lit Reston 1
Pad Tilghman 69, Marshall
Z'o 53
Hickman
Mem 52

Co

54

Ballard

2nd Reston
Madisonville 74. Lyon Co 62

11th Region
Shelby Co 51, Gallatin Co 35
Bullitt East 67. Scott Co 65

9th Region
Newport Cath
75 Cos'
Holmes 67
Ft Thomas High 66. Boone
Co 55

12th Region
Lincoln Co Si. Casey Co 61
Monticello 70. Burgin 65

13th Region
Clay Co 60. Harlan 43
Barbourville 53. Bell Co 49

14th Region
Breathitt Co 48 Powell Co 38
MC Napier 67. Fleming Neon

53

Kentucky assistant coach hired for Oklahoma State position
STILLWATER. Okla.
(AP
- Leonard
Hamilton, an assistant
basketball coach at the
University of Kentucky
who helped recruit
several All-Americans
to Kentucky, was
selected as the new head
basketball coach at
Oklahoma State University today.
Hamilton's office in
Lexington, Ky .
reported he was out of
the state on a recruiting
trip and unavailable immediately for comment.
Coaches at Kentucky
said they were unaware
that Hamilton had been

named the Oklahoma
"We're excited about Jack Hartman
State coach.
Leonard Hamilton," recovered from heart
Hamilton's selection Roderick said. "He's a surgery.
to succeed Paul Hansen. young, dynamic person
In addtion to
who was told Feb. 13 his who's had a lot of ex- Hamilton, University of
contract would not be perience in big-time col- Oklahoma assistant
renewed, was announc- lege basketball. We feel coach Jim Kerwin intered by Oklahoma State he's the type of person viewed for the job.
Athletic Director Myron who will represent
Oklahoma State,
Roderick. It must be ap- Oklahoma State in 61e under Hansen, finished
proved by the Oklahoma fashion we want and will the regular season at
State Board of Regents, do an outstanding job as
a formality.
head basketball coach':
"We had an outstanHamilton, 37, will
ding group of applicants become the first black
and the two we inter- head basketball coach
viewed were most in the Big Eight Concapable," Roderick said ference. Darryl Winston
in a statement released served as an interim
Just like the boys'
by the Sports Informa- head coach at Kansas
First Region tournation Department.
.State last year while
ment at Murray State,
the girls' First Region
playoff will be initiated
by a meeting between
Marshall County and
Paducah Tilghman.
& Filter
Wednesday night the
Second District champion Tilghman girls will
take on Fourth District
runnerup Marshall
County in the tipoff
game starting at 6 p.m.
at Racer Arena.
The second game
Wednesday night will

Nebraska 82-75 in the
first round of the Big
Eight postseason
tournament.
Hansen finished as the
second winningest
coach at Oklahoma
State with a 107-89
record over seven
seasons.

Marshall County, Tilghman initiate
girls First Region hoop tournament

JOE TODD
MOTOR SALES
Several Late Model
Trunks /A Waxers to
Choose From
507 $. 12th

15-12 overall and 6-8 in
Big Eight play. When
Kansas State had to
forfeit four games
because an ineligible
player had participated,
Oklahoma State picked
up another victory,
making its record 16-12
and 7-8.
The Cowboys lost to

753-2014

$9.99
Oil, Lob,

Rudolph

Goodyear

feature Third District
champion Ballard
Memorial against Carlisle County in a game
which will begin approximately 30 minutes after
the tourney opener.
Thursday night at 6
p.m. Hickman County
and Graves County will
square off and afterwards Mayfield and
Reidland will pley at approximately 8 p.m.
The girls' regional
tournament will hold its
semifinal games Monday. March 17, at 6 and 8

p.m. and the championship will begin Tuesday
at 7:30 p.m.
Other girls regional
tournaments from
across the state include:
GIRLS
MONDAY'S GAMES
3rd Region
Ohio Co 66 Owensboro 52
Breckinridge Co 41

Hughes

KIrli 10
10thltegien
Harrison Co 46. Pendleton in
44
Mason Co IT. Estill Co 49
ISIS BMW
Allen Cent 52 11orton 49
Belfry 94, Sheldon Clark 41
1554419•8160
Morgan t'o 61. Russell II
Ashland 112 Lewis Co 51
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Hearns ends Shuler streak
with first-round knockout

SELF-SATISFIED — Marvelous Marvin Hagler examines
his pre-fight form during workouts prior to his 11th round
knockout bout against John "The Beast" Mugabi Monday
night. Hagler increased his record to 62-2-2 with 52 knockouts

and he earned a reported $2.5 million plus a percentage of the
total fight revenues. The Hagler victory sets up a possible
rematch with Thomas Hearns in the fall.
AP laserphoto

LAS VEGAS, Nev. taking his man out in a
(AP) — Thomas Hearns hurry.
knew he needed more
"The one year
than just a win against drought is definitely
James Shuler. He need- over," Hearns said after
ed a blowout.
his right hand flattened
That's just what he Shuler. "We feel strongproduced, ending ly about ourselves.
Shuler's 22-fight There were a few doubts
unbeaten string with a in the past but that's
stunning knockout at 73 over. We look forward to
seconds of the first the rematch."
round Monday night to
Hearns has had
capture the North Hagler on his mind for a
American Boxing long time.
Federation mid"I want the rematch
d leweight very badly," he said.
championship.
"There's never a day, a
time, a minute that I
The title was strictly don't think about it.
secondary. More impor- Training for seven
tant was a potential rich weeks was difficult
✓ ematch with because I had to take
Marvelous Marvin Hagler off my mind and
Hagler, who destroyed concentrate on James
Hearns in eight electri- Shuler."
fying minutes last April.
Hagler's knockout a Hearns did an effihad raised some doubts cient job of that, pounabout Hearns and he ding the NABF champ
knew it. But he used with a booming right
Shuler to erase them, hand that dropped

Hagler stops Mugabi with 11th round KO
By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
( AP) — Marvelous Marvin Hagler likes to say
nothing pleases him
more than a good fight.
Against John "The
Beast" Mugabi, he got
that — and more.
Hagler, pushed hard
by a determined
Mugabi, battered the
challenger through the
late rounds Monday
night before knocking
him out at 1:29 of the
11th round to retain his
undisputed middleweight title.
It was a crowd pleasing performance
by Hagler, who appeared to dominate
much of the bout, but
had trouble putting
Mugabi away. And, at
least in the eyes of the
ringside judges. Mugabi
was in the fight until the
end, trailing by three
points on two cards and
only one on the third.

"It wasn't that close,"
insisted Hagler. "I
thought I had full control of the whole fight."

Hagler would keep
fighting, especially with
more than $10 million
awaiting Hagler for a
rematch of his thirdThe victory, coupled round knockout of
with Thomas Hearns' Hearns last April.
devastating first-round
"Sometime in
knockout of James September we're lookShuler an hour earlier, ing for a Hagler-Hearns
set up a planned Hagler- rematch," said Arum.
Hearns rematch. A proAnd Hearns, who has
spect Hagler wasn't was already signed for the
looking forward to after rematch, said he
going 11 bruising rounds couldn't wait.
with Mugabi.
"I've given it a lot of
"There's never a day,
thought ... this may be a time, a minute
my last fight," he said throughout the day that
immediately after the I don't think about it,"
bout.
said Hearns, who needBut after getting some ed, and got, an imattention to a bruised pressive win to keep his
right eye, a shower and rematch hopes alive...
a change of clothes,
Hagler, fighting for
Hagler backed off a bit. the first time since his
"I'm not committing triumph over Hearns,
- myself to anything started cautiously
now," he said. "I just against the Ugandan,
got through with a tough throwing jabs and stayfight. Let me get home a ing away from the
put it together."
vaunted power of
Promoter Bob Arum Mugabi.
said he had few doubts
Mugabi managed to

land several shots to
Hagler's head early,
backing the champion
up on several occasions.
But Mugabi's punches
were often wild and
Hagler was able to get
inside of them to land
effectively.
-"He gave me a good
fight and I love a good
fight," said tiagler. "I
said through all of this
hype that this would be
an exciting fight."
With Hagler beginning to take control, the
stage was set for a wild
sixth round — a round
that rivaled the almost
non-stop first-round action in the HaglerHearns fight.
Hagler opened up
midway through the
sixth round, stinging
Mugabi with flurries of
punches to the head. At
one point, Mugabi seemed ready to go down, but
referee Mills Lane picked that time to separate
the fighters and warn

Hagler about punching
low.
When action resumed,
so did Hagler's
relentless attack — except this time Mugabi
fought back and landed
several hard shots of his
own before the bell rang
to end the round.
Hagler's right eye
began swelling shut in
the ninth round, but
Mugabi who had only
been that distance once
before, began to tire.
Hagler opened the
11th with a flurry that
backed the challenger
up;then connected with
two rights, followed by a
left, and three straight
hard rights that put
Mugabi down.
Hagler, who earned
$2.5 million plus a
percentage of total
revenues, ran his record
to 62-2-2 with 52
knockouts before a
sellout crowd of 15,335 at
the cold, damp outdoor
arena at Caesars
Palace.

Mavericks stun Celtics, 116-115, despite 50 Bird points
DALLAS (AP) —
There couldn't have
been a more unlikely
evening for the Dallas
Mavericks to finally
defeat the Boston
Celtics after six years of
trying.
Dallas' high-scoring
Mark Aguirre was out
with the flu and Boston's
Larry Bird tied the Reu-

Heidorn
pitches
MSU win
Scott Heidorn pitched
his first victory of the
young Murray State
baseball season,
defeating visiting Northwest Missouri, 19-6,
Monday afternoon at
Reagan Field.
Heidorn worked seven
innings, gave up five
runs off eight hits, Waled three and walked two
in his second appearance of the season.
Heidorn is now 1-1.
The Thoroughbred
batters backed
Heidorn's effort with a
solid hit parade.
Philip Wessel slammed a three-run homer in
the fourth inning, Steve
Groehn had a two-run
double in the third and
Danny Naughton
brought home two more
runs with a single in the
six-run seventh inning.
Tom Gargiulo also
had a double and David
Butts went 2-for-4 with
two RBI
Today the lireds, now
2-4. host Morehead State
and Northwest Missouri
In a doubleheader and
Wednesday the 'Breds
host Morehead State
and Arkansas-Little
Rock

nion Arena record with
50 points.
But the Mavericks
clawed back from a
13-point deficit in the
closing minutes to nick
the Celtics 116-115 Monday night on a pair of
Rolando Blackman free
throws with eight
seconds left.
It was Dallas' first

victory over the Celtics
in 12 tries since joining
the NBA in 1980. Boston
was the only NBA team
the expansion Mays
hadn't defeated.
"It's very exciting for
us to beat Boston," said
Blackman, who led
Dallas with 32 points.
"It ranks right up there
with the first time we

got into the playoffs."
In the only other NBA
games, Phoenix surprised Detroit 120-109 and
Seattle tripped Golden
State 111-108.
Dallas Coach Dick
Motta said he wasn't
sure he would ever see
the Mavericks beat the
Celtics.
"It was going to come

eventually whether I
was the coach here or
Rip Van Winkle," Motta
said. "Bird put on a
clinic and we were fortunate to survive."
Bird said scoring 50
points .didn't mean
much in a loss.
"I would rather have
a 20-point game and
win," he said.

Spring is Busting out
all over SALE

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

vcwori
Museire strilW
asim

901 SYCAMORE

"National Basketball Association
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct GEI
x Boston
50 13
794
x Philadelphia
625 10- l5
40 24
New Jersey
33 33
500 184
Washington
31 as
484
New York
29 44
313 304
Central Division
x.Millwaukee
45 20
602
Atlanta
39 25
609 51
,
Detroit
3527
585 7
Cleveland
24 39
381 20
Chicago
22 43
338 23
Indiana
22 43
338 23

Houston
Denver
Dallas
Utah

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
40 24
W25
34 30
32 33

625 1
.606
531
492 81
,

San Antonio
Sacramento

31 34
2536
Pacdm Division
y-L A Lakers
48 16
Portland
33 34
Phoenix
25 39
Seattle
24 40
LA Clippers
23 41
Golden State
21 46
x-ellnohed playoff berth
y-clInched division title
Mondry's Games
Phoenix 120, Detroit 109
Dallas 116. Boston 115
Seattle Ill. Golden State 106
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland at New York
Denver at Atlanta
Philadelphia at Indiana
New Jersey at Chicago
Boston at Houston .
L A Clippers at L A Lakers
San Antonio at Sacramento

Baseball At A Glance
By The Asaccietid Press
AMER IC I.EAGUE
Texas
Chicago
Milwaukee
Seattle
Detroit
Baltimore
New York
Toronto
Minnesota
Boston
Califorrua
Oakland
Kansas City
(lei eland

W
2
3
3
2
3
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

L Pct
0 1 000
1
750
1
750
667
1
2
600
1
500
1
500
1
500
2
333
3
250
3
250
3
250
2
000
3
000

4
2
2
2
2

0 1 000
1
667
1
667
1
667
1
167

NATIONAL LEAGUE
San Francisco
Atlanta
Cincinnati
New York
Philadelphia

161
,
23
24
25
281
,

Monday's Games
Cincinnati 4. St Louis 1
Boston 7, Los Angeles 6
Toronto vs Montreal. ppd rain
Philadelphia 2. Minnesota 1
New York %lets vs Pittsburgh. ppd rain
Houston 6, Detroit 2
Chicago White Sox vs Kansas City ppd ram
Atlanta vs Baltimore. ppd rain
Milwaukee 1. Oakland 1. 6 innings. rain
Seattle 1, San Diego 0. 6 innings. rain
Chicago Cubs 9. Cleveland 5
San Francisco I. California 0
Texas vs New York Yankees. ppd ram

753-835

MUNI"
Authorized Dealer

Randy Thornton
Heating & Air Conditioning
802 Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
753-8181

complete
heating & cooling
system with duct
work from Randy
Thornton and receive
a $50 rebate in addition to our already low
prices.

*Dogger Extra Chg.
MGERS01.1,... The New Nano. Th .tiall For Case Quality

LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED
INC

a

Offer Ends
March 31, 1986

Randy Thornton
Heating & Air Conditioning

Equipment Company

I I' .

750
493
391
375
359
313

Chicago
2 2
500
Houston
2 2
500
San Diego
2 2
500
Montreal
1
1
500
Izis Angeles
1
2
333
St Louis
1
2
333
Pittsburgh
0 2
000
NOTE: Split squad purses count In standings, ties
do not.

901 S. SYCAMORE

1895°°

Murray-503 Walnut-753-3062

Si,
12

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

111 YT—
. 1 1 HP w /38"
mower

McKee!

477
438

Pro Baseball Exhibitions

Buy

I 1111 1

753-$355

•

—1

If your air conditioning unit is past its prime, those
few remaining years of operation may cost you more
than you think.
Today's air conditioning systems are significantly
more efficient than those of only a few years ago. The
many different capacities and efficiencies available today offer you many alternatives for savings
As an authorized Trans air conditioning dealer, we
are trained to help you understand these alternatives
By seeing your home and discussing your needs, we
can suggest the exact Trane model for you, plus give
you an analysis of your projected savings.
Call us today, and let us help you save energy, save
money, and enjoy the cool comfort of a modern Trane
air conditioning system that best suits your needs

Enjoy the comfort and ease of operation of an
Ingersoll lawn tractor as you mow your lawn
and pick up the clippings in a single pass
Twin bag hoppers make disposal of clippings easy
For a pride of the neighborhood lawn get a
prime cut.

Ingersoll

"I hit him with a couple of left hooks to the
body and made him bring his hands down a little. That gave me the
opportunity to get the
right hand in."
Shuler confirmed that
version.
"I was trying to pull
away and throw the left
hook over his right," he
said. "I was stepping
with my left hand down.
I didn't throw it quick
enough and I just got
caught. I left myself
open. No excuses. I lost.
Next time, I'll be much
better. I learned from
this one."

WHY WASTE MONEY REPAIRING AND OPERATING
YOUR OLD,INEFFICIENT AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM?

Mow your lawn with an
Ingersoll Lawn Tractor
and Bagger

INGERSOLL EQUIPMENT CO
S F,e11 Street
VihnnaConne 06 54966

Shuler flat on his back
for a stunningly fast end
to their fight.
"You want to stay only as long as you have
to," he said. "You want
to get your work over
and go home. If you can
get out early, then you
get out.

802 Chestnut St., Murray

-

•

753-8181
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White named to Kentucky Supreme Court
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - John D. White
of Manchester, a
10-year veteran on Kentucky's Court of Appeals, was appointed to
the state Supreme Court
by Gov. Martha Layne
Collins.
White repl-aces
Justice J. Calvin Aker,
who resigned the 3rd

District seat on the high
court earlier this month
to return to a private
law practice.
White's appointment
Monday is effective immediately and will expire following the
November election. He
is not among the five
people who have filed
for election to succeed

Aker, who served just
over seven years of an
eight-year term.
"Judge White's
judicial experience on
the Court of Appeals will
allow him to step into
the Supreme Court
deliberations with no
delay," Collins said in a
news release from her
office.
am pleased

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

43 Barks
45 Rumors
47 Likely
49 Ceremony
50 Funny picture
54 Formal
entrance
57 Poem
58 Bay window
60 Employ
§,1 Not even
MlZind of foot
race
63 Youngster

1
4
9
12

Conducted
Out-of-date
Declare
Bireme
necessity
13 Nimble
14 Be in debt
15 Intense
17 Pittsburgh
team
19 Picnic pests
21 Gratuity
22 Buys back
25 Painter's
DOWN
need
29 Spanish
1 Record
article
2 Auricle
30 Cedar and
3 Fear
,
elm
4 Model
Rant
32
5 Silver symbol
33 Bakers
6 Drink slowly
product
7 Narrow
35 At no time
opening
37 Anger
8 Uncanny
38 The sweetsop
9 Drunkard
40 Meuse River
10 Reverence
site
11 Affirmative
42 Teutonic
response
deity
16 Dillseed
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12

Answer to Previous Puzzle

LOB
AGIORT
ATE
ABA
RENEQ SIR
WINTER DITHER
RAFT
TA
THEY
EAT
BET
ROT SCR I BBLED
glel SIT
MAY
NO
OMPINITED FOR
TREE DOT MARE
AB TAME
TANKER BUTLER
CE TELLS EGO
PEW ST I ES AGE

0

18 Armadillo
20 Pintail ducks
22 Remunerate
23 Choice part
24 Cut
26 Capuchin
monkey
27 Heron
28 Sidelong
looks
10

9

13

11

14

15
1817UUI8UU
19

20

22

21
24

29

30

33

31

34

38

35
39-

43

51

28

41
45

42
46

53

57

sa

61

82

54
59

replace him as the judge
from the 1st Division of
the 3rd Appellate
District.
The five candidates
for a new eight-year
term on the Supreme
Court are Charles R.
Luker of London, Norma Adams of Somerset,
Carl R. Clontz of Mount
Vernon, Morris R.
Butler of Greensburg
and Joseph E. Lambert
of Mount Vernon.
The top two finishers
in the May primary for
the non-partisan post
will have a runoff election in November.

Interest rates fall on
short-term securities
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Interest rates on
short-term Treasury
securities fell sharply in
Monday's auction, with
the rate on six-month
bills dropping to their
lowest level in more
than eight years.
The Treasury Department sold $6.8 billion in
three-month bills at an
average discount rate of
6.55 percent, down from
6.92 percent last weelf.
Another $6.8 billion was
sold in six-month bills at
an average discount
rate of 6.54 percent,
down from 6.87 percent
last week.
The sharp plunge in
rates followed action by
the Federal Reserve

Board last Friday to cut
its discount rate_ from
7.5 percent to 7 percent,
a move that had been
expected to push shortterm interest rates
lower.
The rates were the
lowest since threemonth bills averaged
6.37 percent on June 16,
1980, and six-month bills
sold for 6.42 percent on
Dec. 30, 1977.
The new discount
rates understate the actual return to invesfors
- 6.75 percent for threemonth bills with a
$10,000 bill selling for
$9,834.40 and 6.86 percent for six-month bills
selling for $9,669.40.

Schwemm appointed
to human rights board

37

•

52

T- 5. PRRAM WAS
BIZOjEiri7 73 'IOU AS
i:71,13L..: SERVICE..

27

32

40
.
44

26

36

47
50

25

31 Hebrew
festival
34 Slippery fish
36 Swiftly.
39 Quarrel
41 Small
informal
letter
44 Trail
46 Contradict
48 Ripped
50 Cry of dove
51 Total
52 Blushing
53 Nothing
55 Land of the
free: abbr.
56 Spread for
drying
59 Babylonian
deity

that he has agreed to accept this appointment
which caps a
distinguished career: in
the judicial aystem4
White was admittid to
practice law in Kentucky in 1939 after
receiving his law degree
from the University of
Louisville.
The appointment
leaves a vacancy on the
appellate panel.
Under state law, the
same judicial
nominating committee
that recommended
White will present three
names to Collins to

55

56

80
83
•

CONSULT YOUR PAPER
FOR A COMPLETE LISTIN6
OF FUTURE PRO6RAM5
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CLASSIFIEDS
2 .NotIce
92 1/2
x4 xl 2
SHEETROCK $8.25;
1/2"x4'x8' 84.25. MidSouth Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901-

BALLOONS from

Faye's
for all occasions- birthdays, love, friends,
special events. We deliver. 514 Main. 753-7743.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old it
may not cover some

of

the

newer

treatments sucti as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free lee& chalet eerrlee"

COME out to Hubert
Coles's Antique Shop,
641 So. 4 miles. Walnut
& oak furniture, depression glass, fiesta
glass. Our prices are
right. Or call 492-8714.
laRGIE Garland has
relocated her business
on Murray State Campus and would like her
friends. & customers to
visit her there or call for
appointment 753-1701.
Margie's new shop is
located on 1417 Olive
Ext. next to Nautilus
Club & behind the Day
Care Center. Her new
shop is called Short Cuts
on Campus Ph. 753-1701
or just drop by. Margie
will be having some
budget prices for
students hair care &
tanning needs. So hurry
on by or call 753-1701 or
759-4132 (home).
PAM'S CAKE HUT is the
place to call the next time
you need a cake for any
reason. They make cakes
of all kinds including
character and novelty
cakes. So call 759-4492 or
437-4.455. 410 Main
on
Court square.

FRANKFORT, Ky. term of Maurice
(AP) - Robert G. Sweeney, who resigned,
1986 MEDICARE
Schwemm, a University according to the exINFORMATION
of Kentucky law pro- ecutive order from Gov.
Medicare is again
fessor, was appointed Martha Layne Collins.
changing the PartMonday to the Kentucky The term expires Sept.
A deductible and
Commission on Human 12, 1987.
co -payment
In other executive
Rights to represent the
amounts. You will
orders, Collins:
state at large.
be required to pay
- Appointed Mrs.
Schwemm is to serve
even more of the
the remainder of the Forest Skaggs, Lynch,
bill. In fact, if you
to the Southeast Comgo to the hospital,
munity College Adyou will have to
visory Board, to serve
pay the first $492.00
until Jan. 15, 1990.
before Medicare
- Appointed Troy Ed
pays anything. For
Chafin, Martin County
free information
Coal Co., Inez, to the
call:
Board of Miner TrainJerry McConnell
ing, Education and CerInsurance
tification, to serve until
753-4199
"Free local claim service"
Feb. 24, 1987.
- Reappointed Raymond Ashby, of Island
Creek Corp., MadisonWE TAKE
ville, to serve until Feb.
24, 1990.
THE CAKE
Reappointed
509 N 7th St.
Joseph F. Sisler,
753-9280
We're taking orders for
Ashland, to the State
our 6'Easter Bunny to
Board of Registration
deliver balloon boufor Professional
quets, arrangements,
Engineers and Land
cakes and/or baskets.
Surveyors, to serve until
March 24-29.
Jan. 1, 1990.
- Appointed Sam L. 3. Card of Thanks
Neal, Louisville, and
Janrose Deweese, CorCard of Thanks
bin, to the Board of ExWe would like to
aminers of Social Work
thank all of the peoof Kentucky, to serve
ple who showed
until June 21, 1986.
their kindness during our time of
bereavement.
Special thanks to
Federal State Market 'sews Ser
sire March 11. 10116
those who sent
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
flowers & food, Dr.
Market Report Includes 6 Buying
Hugh Houston, nurStations
Receipts: Act. 172 Est. MO Barrows
sing staff at West
& Gilts .25 lower Sows steady to 1.00
View
Nursing
higher
$30.75.40.LS
IS 1 2 210-U0 lb..
Home, Blalock ColTHEN I'LL WRITE A BOOK
$33.75.30.75
US 1 2 210-210 lb..
ENTITLEDZTHE STUPIDEST
eman
Funeral
5311.25.30.75
US 2.3 210.250 lb..
THING I'VE EVER DONE"
$33.35.33.LS
S 3-4 250-270 lb..
Home & Bro. John
Sows
Dale.
Your
$31.00-32.50
tM It 270-350 lb..
1131.00-33.60
US 1-3 300.450 lb..
thoughtfulness will
$33.00.311.50
IS i-3 450-500 lb..
never be forgotten.
s30.31-41.50
US 1-3 Over WO lb..
The Family of
fen 42.50
$30.40.31.00
US 2-3 066.300 lb..
Lurley Wilson

Hog market

IN ORDER TO WRITE A BOOK
I MUST GO OUT AND LIVE LIFE

I THINK I'LL RUN WITH
THE BULLS IN PAMPLONA!

Boars $211123.10

By GARY LARSON

S. Lost and Found
18 rope chaE,

gold with nugget cross
with small diamond
Reward. Call 759-4594
after 5p.m.

5A0 ACCIDENTS CAN
14APPEN TO LITTLE BOYS
LIKE FALLIN6 OFF A
NORSE,,OR A MOUNTAIN
//OR rN A LAKE

trailers & 2 apartments,
$30,000. Call 753-5588
after 5p.m.
MAJOR Steel Building
Company has area
available for construction or sales oriented
dealer. Complete training provided, no experience necessary. All
cash business with excellent income potential. Refundable deposit
required. Contact Vic
Ryan at 1-800-228-4154.

6. Help Wanted
GOVERNMENT jobs.
$16,040- $59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-687-

6000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federal list.
3 GOOD advertising
sales persons to sell on
commissions basis.
Sales experience required. Strong desire to
succeed. Unlimited
earning potential. Call
753-5353 between
9-5p.m. for interview.
ASSISTANT director of
Nursing/ Health care
supervisor. Position
available for RN in long
time health care facility
with assertive leadership and management
skills. This individual
will be involved with
patient care planning,
discharge planning, inservice, patient education quality assurance
etc. Excellent opportunity for growth as
individual and professional. Flexible
hours, Mon.-Fri. 8-4.
Accepting resume rwith
salary history) until
March 14. 950 High
Point Drive, HopkinsvWe,Ky. 42240.
ATTENTION: large
manufacturing co. has
opening in direct sales
for three ladies towork
in this area. Can earn
from $100 to $250 per
week. We train. For
interview send name &
phone number to P.O.
Box 2507. University
Station, Murray, Ky.
42071.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $800.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope: Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
TEXAS Oil Company
needs mature person
M/F to sell full line of
high quality lubricants
to manufacturing,
trucking, construction
and farm customers.
Protected territory,
thorough training program. For personal
interview, send work
history to E.C. Greene,
Southwestern Petro.
leum, Box 789, Fort
Worth, TX 76101.
WANTED Bass Singer for
local Gospel quartet.
Must be a dedicated
christian. Call 762-6106 or
759-9649.
WERETTr is ow accepting applications for
day time or evening
help. Apply in personWendy's, 1111 Chestnut,
Murray.
ROME ASSEMBLY
INCOME. Assemble
products at home. Parttime. Details. Call 813327-0896. Ext. 188.
LICENSED beautician.
For interview call 7531682. Well established
shop in Murray.
PAWI'S On The Pier is
looking for experienced
cooks & waitresses.
Apply at Patti's 1880
Restaurant. Grand
Rivers between 1p.m. 8r
p.m. daily.
PRESSERS, steam
finishers, coin laundry
attendants, clerks.
Good hours, working
conditions, wages. Inquire Boone Cleaners,
605 Main.
RELIABLE, mature
individual to care for
single woman in
Murray during convalescing period. Must
be cheerful, encouraging and energetic. Call
901-247-5547 after
3 : 30p.m. for an
interview.
SALES Position. Due to
Increased sales, this 75
year old Kentucky Company needs a local sales
person in the Western Ky
area. Income potential is
unlimited with a large
product line and excellent
compensation plan in a
protected territory. Reliable transportation
necessary: sales experience helpful'. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040
B, Murray Ky 42071.

9. Situation Wanted

n MartSIVTING

in

my

home, Christian ex-

oh,a he
huh ?.. S;r,
cdr
id you walk here 'tonighf
or brachiate ?

10, Business Opportunity
RENTAL units,

LOST

perienced mother.
Westwod subdvision.
Prive negotiable. Call
759-9613.
WANTED: yards to
mow. Dependable
worker and good prices.
Phone 492-8603.

14

Want to Buy

WANTED: 10 20 acres
of land for building site,
west of 641 & south of 94,
prefer woods. After
6p.m. call 435.4559.
WANT to buy nice house
in Hazel area. Call
753-9565 after 6p.m.
WANT to buy topper for
swb 510. Call 489 2308
until noon, after 5:30
489-2360.
WANT to lease dark
fired, burley, air-cured
tobacco. Will pay top
dollar 435-4592.

15. Articles for Sale

10 Piece
Sectional
Couch
Earth Tones,
Like New.

S550
753-8857
We Will Not
Be Undersold!
Name Brand Tires
At Below
Wholesale Prices
Need
Auto Service?
Professional
Workmanship

"FREE"
Computer Wheel
Balance or Alignment
With Purchase of
4 New Tires
Bring this ad to

Economy Tire
36
9-LITE insulated
steel door units $145.00.
Mid•South Wholesale
Building: 342 East
Washington; Paris: 901642-2552.
PANELING' Lots of
patterns to choose from
$5.25 and up. Mid-South
Wholesale building; 342
East Washington,
Paris; 901-642-2552.
WIlTRIPZ75777 cu ft
refrigerator with textured steel door. only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.
16. Home Furnishings
RASS- bed, king size,
complete with firm
Orthopedic mattress
set, never used, still in
carton. Cost over $1,000
must sell $385. Phone
1-442-0,511.
COIJH for sale.
Call 753-8964 after 4p m.
GLASS & chrome dining
table with 4 matching
chairs, antique walnut
buffet. walnut love seat,
bathroom fixtures and
other misc. items. Call
492-8466.
kING size Hollywood
bed, complete: bedroom suite: r e frigerator: cook stove,
washer & dryer. Call
753-0955.
LOVE seat, cream with
burnt orange & blue,
like new, $100. Call
435-4369 after 5p.m.
MR. Quilps Delivery
Service, 4 vehicles for
hire for fast delivery at
reasonable rates. 7535353.
SEALY Herculon sofa
sleeper, occasional

chair- rust. serving

table, 2 pair of sheers.
rust. Call 753-9758 after
5p.m.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4 00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
19. Farm

Equipment

43 B.P. Case diesel
tractor, wheel disk,
wagon, blade Call after
5p.m. 435-4268.
950 DAVID Brown tractor 8r equipment. Also.
tobacco setter, wagon,
anhydrus tank & other
misc. items. Call 7534938 or 492-8272.

WILL"clean any kind of
office or church.
wallpaper, paint or do
light repair in homes or
oMce. Call 436-2548.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 342.00
Opened
Today
342.30
Up
.30

Silver
Closed

Yesterday
Opened
Today

5.60
5.62

Up

.02

Compliments of
YTRNON S WESTERN WEAR S. SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
's2 7113

Early cornet:11ms

II

t.ls.•. a Ofamonds
IC 6 Doily Closnd Sunday

r

1.

4;4--

•
-
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19. Farm

Equipment

25. Business Services
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25. Business Services

43. Real Estate
46 Homes for Sale
49.Used Cars
53 Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
KEROSENE heaters
RENTAL
9
units,
seven
12,300 BTU's $59.99.
3 OR 4 BR house in 1973 NOVA Chevy, ALL type masonry
MIKE HODGE'S
ROOFING, Plumbing, WILL
trailers & 2 apartmenfs, Marshall Co. on Ky. straight shift. new rub- work, block,
Wallin Hardware,
break & disc
brick, Concrete work, Ad
TAX SERVICE
$30,000. Call 753-5588 Lake near Moors Re- ber. Southside Manor.
Paris, TN.
gardens. Phone 753-5463
concrete, driveways, dit ions, Painti
ng,
Enrollfid to practice.
after
5p.m.
sort. Approx. 3 acres, 1976 BUICK Electra, sidewalks, patios, house
or 753-014-4.
FIRE sale. Wallin
20. Sports Equipment
Before the IRS-Bach•for
lots of fruit trees. Also good condition. above foundations, new General Carpentry. WILL haul white rock,
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
P
A
Molon
y
Co
Degree
in Accountkig MurPADUCAH Gun Show,
boat dock. 2 garages, average, air con- chimneys or chimney
sand, lime, rip rap and
44. Lots for Sale
ray State. Nino years of exMarch 15 & 16, J.C. OAK & hickory $27.50
green house, newly ditioned, power steer- repair. 25 years ex- 753 8628 . Free masonary sand, coal,
full
rick
Estimates
delivered
.
.
Call
130'x225'LOT on Bethel redecorated, basement ing, good tires, all perience. Free esperience preparing inCivic Center. Buy- Selldirt, gravel, fill sand.
SATELLITE Repair
Church Road with sep- with beauty shop. electric. Call 753-2898.
Trade. Door prize. Info. 436-2778.
dividual, business, partnertimates. Call Charles
Call Roger Hudson,
OFFICE
Service
FURNrT
UREreceivers, 753-45-45 or 753-6763.
tic tank. Call after Would consider smaller 1976
502-851-3377.
ship, and corporate
DATSL'N B210, Barnett 753-5476.
3 new shipments- 1 load
L
N A's, Downconverters.
6p.m. 409-539-5932
home on trade. Call $1200. Call 436-2106
'atoms. Low rates end
after AkpLIANCE
computer desks. Book
22. Musical
8.C. Evans 4742748.
4 WOODED lots with 753-6331 or 362-9803.
hundreds of satisfied
SMVICE. Kenmore,
5p.m.
shelving, desks, chairs,
mobile home. near
DRUM lessons, any files, etc. 442-4302, Cryts clients. Now preparing
Westinghouse. SEWING Mactline Re
Cypress Creek, $5,000. 47. Motorc
returns. Day or night call
style. Come by Chuck's Used
Whirlpool. 23 years pair. All makes and
ycles
Office Furniture,
1979 Cutlass
Call from 6p.m.-8p.m.
759-1425
Music Center or call 1016
experience. Parts and models. Home & In ,
for
an
Jefferson St.,
Extra nice, one-owner
1979 HONDA Goldwing
Suitt-Up, Shingles,
753-0935.
Terry 753-1205.
eppoirnment.
service. Bobby Hopper, dustrial. Bag closing
Paducah, Ky.
Coonseuirckil-eissidernfi441
WOODED lots over- 1000. lots of extras.
Only $2395
Bob's Appliance Ser- machines. Also scissor
LOWRY organ, twin PROTE
CT your new
looking Kentucky Lake. 753-7842 after 5p.m.
Day 7534531
vice. 202 S. 5th St sharpening. 40 yrs.
key board with built-in pick-up
1977 Blazer
with a rubber
Boat ramp access. 1983 HONDA 200X, good
Business
753-4872. 436- experience. All work
Night 759-1859
Leslie speakers, $400. bed mat27.
Mobile
Homes
Good
for Sale
Cond. $2995
sizes now in
conditio
guarant
n,
eed.
$700.
Twenty
Kenneth
Call
minutes from
5848 (home I.
Call after 6p.m. stock
Rick's Vinyl Roofs &
to fit most all 12x80 TRAILER. 2 BR, Murray off Hwy.
Barnhill, 753 2674,
94 E. 435-4532.
753-0087.
pick-up trucks. Stokes 1 acres, $5,000. Call 436-2261.
Motor
Sales
753-987
2
Stella, Ky.
1985 HONDA 200X, good
55. Feed and Seed
Tractor 753-1319.
753-4385 after 5:30p.m.
WOODED lot, 1 miles condition. $900. Call 1983
ALUMINUM
For Sale
OLDSMO
RAILROAD ties, 3 1971 MOBILE -home, from city
BILE
98
ALFALFA hay. 3rd
limits. Days 435-4479.
Regency Brougham, 5
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call very good condition,
Spinet-Console
cutting. $2 a bale. Call
SERVICE CO.
2 753-6745, evenings 753- 1986 4-wheeler Suzuki. liter
V-8 4 barrel!,
753-2905 or 435-4343.
753-5697. 753-5499.
Aluminum and vinyl
air conditioners. Best 8545.
Piano Bargain
Call 489-2751.
loaded, dark royal ble
ROTO-Hoe Rear Tine offer. Call 753-1904.
ALFALFA wheat hay
siding. Custom trim
1986 YAMAHA 50 metallic with light
Wanted: Responsible
sand
tillers. S H.P. to 8 H.P.- 1984 14 x 70 FURfor sale. Also, someone
work. References.
moped,
like
new.
Call
gray vinyl top. 55.000
party to take over
Best service In town. NISHED, 2 BR, 2 bath 45. Farms for Sale
to bale hay on shares.
Call will Ed Bailey
489-2787.
miles. Very nice. Call
low
Stokes Tractor, Indust- mobile home. See at LESS than
monthly
Kirksey area. 502-443753-0(419
$350 per HONDA CFt80, excellent after 5p.m. 489-2372.
rial Road, 753-1319.
8876.
payments on spinet
Mobile Home Village acre. These 225 acres of condition. Call 759-4476
Let Rex give you a
1984 CAMARO Z28, APPLIANCE REPAIR:
REASONED oak, B-8. 753-7624 after 5p.m.
crop land & marketable after 5p.m.
piano. See locally.
price
your
on
sep56
charcoal
Free Column
metalic,
Factory
tops,
authorized for
hickory & greenwood DOUBLE wide 1984 timber can be yours.
Call
Mr.
Perry
loaded, excellent con- Tappan. Kelvinater and
tic tank & backhoe
firewood delivered. All Buccaneer, 24x56, 3 BR, Black top road,
FREE:
3 male cats,
49.
Used Cars
2
1-800-882-8874.
dition, $10.000. Call Brown. Service on gas
tree trimming & re- 2 bath, interior- custom creeks, fencing & bework.
house broken. Call 753753-7307
1965
after
MUSTAN
3p.m.
G, coland electric ranges,
moving. Call 753-5476.
- 1904.
burgundy, outside. autiful building sites.
SEASONED firewood. brown masonite siding. Southeast of New Con- lectors item. Body good, 1984 FORD Tempo GL, microwaves, dis
23. Exterminating
FREE puppies- 1/2
runs
great. Call ps, pb, ac, AM/FM hwashers, re
oak, hickory, mixed Call 489-2751.
cord. Call 753-7531.
Black Labrador Retri492-8466.
stereo, good condition. frigerators, etc. Earl
hardwoods $30/rick
30 yrs. experience
ever, 1/2 Plott Hound.
Call 753-8056.
1670 CAMARO, blue
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
delivered. Min. order 2
Call 436-2840.
427. 4-speed, Hurst shift, 1985 HONDA Accord. 4 5341.
ricks. Call John Boyer 28. Mobile Homes for Rent 46. Homes for Sale
spoilers, stereo system. door, gray, loaded, CARPET and Vinyl
753-0338.
12x60 TRAILER for 3 BEDROOM. 2 bath
Lots of extras. Super flawless. Call 759-4619.
flooring installation also
SLIDING glass patio rent. See Brandon 'Dill, brick, large family
sharp. Call 492-8466.
'79 CADILLAC Seville, interier remodeling. 13
ciaor, 81" tallx 72" wide, Dill Trailer Ct.
room with fireplace,
1972 VW Bus, sharp, low clean. Price $5,000 firm. years experience in this
$100. Call 753-0188 after 2 OR
3 BR, furnished, fenced in yard. North
miles, $950. Call Call 753-6112 after 5p.m.
area. Call Bob Mills, 7535p.m.
20th.
Phone
753-7687
AC/natural gas. Shady
753-4584.
'82 HONDA Civic 4-door 0770. Prompt service,
TWO long dresses- one Oaks 753-5209.
CANTERBURY- 3 BR, 1977 OLDS 98,
4 door, Sedan, 5 speed, AC., free estimates.
light blue, size 15-16, NICE,
big, unfurnished 2 bath, brick home, automatic, AM
-FM stereo, good gas mile- FENCE sales at Sears
short sleeve; one light
mobile home for rent. living room, large den cassette
stereo, CB. age. Call 354-6708.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
blue, long sleeve, size Central
Sat., March 15, 1986 at 10 AM
with
fireplace
heat
&
air,
.
T.V.
custom
Murrey
04
Good condition, good
sale- 1982 Old- for free estimate for
15-16. 753-6078.
tower. Couples only. No kitchen, fenced in
body and interior, $1600. smobile Delta 88 Roy- your needs.
Mr. Osro & Pat Butterworth Farm WHIRLPOOL pets. 492-8348.
backyard, central air, 762-4696.
ale, 4 door, power, air, GENERAL HOME
microwave oven with
App. 4 miles west of Murray, Ky. just off
gas heat & much more.
1978 MONTE Carlo, AM-FM with tape, gray REPAIR. 15 years ex700 watts cooking
Hwy. 94 or Hwy. 121 on Butterworth Rd.
Phone 753-4679 after
p.s., p.b., r.w. defroster, with vinyl top. Very perience. Carpentry,
power, only $4.50 week. 32. Apts for Rent
5:30p.m.
Watch for Auction Signs
classy
cruise,
car.
small
$5500.
V-8.
Will
Good
concrete, .plumbing.
Rudoph Goodyear, 75324. Miscellaneous
Mr. Osro Butterworth is retiring and Pat
2 BR apt. 1328 Diuguid FXCEPTIONAL value! condition. $1950. Call accept small station roofing, siding. NO
0595.
JOB
3
BR
brick home with 901-247-5542.
Rd. washer/dryer
wagon or hatch back in TO SMALL. Free es
02 4'x9' UNPRIMED
is quitting farming, and have commissiouhook-up, dishwasher & separate dining area, 1979 CHRYSLER New trade. Phone 618-524- timates. Days 753-6973,
hardboard exterior sid- 25. Business Services
ed
the Dan Miller Auction Co. to sell their
disposal. $275 a month carport. work shop, on
ing $9.95. Mid-South JOYCE
Yorker. 4 door, 2-tone 2533 evenings.
nights 474 2276.
Noel Tax Ser- plus
equipment.
deposit. Call 753- 94'x234' lot in Kirksey
Wholesale Building; 342 vice.
MOVING
gray, loaded with exSale. 1983 GUTTERING by Sears.
Individual, farm, 0504
area. Only $35.900.
TRACTORS: Nice 4430 J.D. tractor, no
after 5p.m.
East Washington; small
tras, $2800. Call after Oldsmobile Firenza, Sears continuous gutbusinesses. RePhone 753-1222 KopParis; 901-642-2552.
2
BR duplex in Nbfexcellent condition, PS, ters installed
cab weights & outlets 22XX hrs - Nice J.D.
5p.m. 436-5692.
asonable rates. Call
for
your
perud Realty for all the
42" PRE-finished oak 4 8 9-2 4 40 for thwood, $285 per month
1979 MERCURY Capri, pb, air conditioning, specifications. Call
2510 tractor - 4000 Ford S.U. - 200 A.C.
information.
Call 759-4406.
vanity with marble top aintment
6 cyl., 4-speed, sun roof, $3800. Call 753-1904.
tractor - 35 Deluxe Massey Ferguson with
Sears 753-2310 for free
$147.95. Other sizes also JUDY
APT. for rent, 101 on SUPER insulated new
stereo 8z air, Good OPEN. Import Auto estimate.
Williams Tax
900 hrs. Mr. Luther Parks bought new in stock. Mid-South Service.
Old Mayfield Rd. Call home. 9 3/8 fixed
condition. Call 762-6106 Salvage. New and used HAMILTON
Call for an
Cultured
1066 IH tractor year round cab T.A. shaft,
Wholesale Building; 342 appointm
753-6044.
parts. Open 8-5p.m. Marble,
after 5:30p.m. M-F.
interest for 1st time
ent or pick up
tops sinks
East Washington; & delivery.
duals,
Mon.-Sat.
outlets, duals - like new IH 2350
474-2325.
DUPLEX
,
1980
home
2
FORD
BR,
buyers. 1600 sq. ft.
quiet
Courier,
panels, custom made
Reasonable
Paris; 901-642-2552.
loader 84" bucket - 806 IH tractor weight,
rates. Phone 436-2524 or residential neighbor- 2 big bedrooms, 2 baths, 43.000 miles, $2800. Call 50. Used
vanities.
Free
Est.
753Trucks
FIREWOOD for salehood. Ideal for elderly Redwood passive solar
753-7688 before 6p.m.
dual shafts, hydraulics.
9400.
mixed hardwoods and
person or couple. $250 green house plus cen1980 OLDS Cutlass 1973 CHEVROLET HOUSE plans design
COMBINES: Super nice 6600 J.D. comtree service. Call 436per month. Call 753-8096 tral heat 8r air. Tripp
Supreme, burgundy. pickup, V8 automatic, your dream house now.
Richard Jones after 5p.m.
bine
with 15' grain table, also 4 row corn
2904.
Williams Builder and
p.s., p.b.. cruise, ps, runs good.$950. Call Call Master Plan Drat
head. This is a nice combine with 1370 hours
FIREWOOD special.
DUPLEX apt. 1 block Real Estate Broker
Tax Service
AM/FM stereo, good 753-9181 or 753-8124.
ting Service at 489 2312.
Confidentle I profesCall 436-2261.
from MSU 'campus, $165 753-0563.
- 300 M.F. combine 10' grain table quick
condition. Call 436-5462.
1975 GMC 4x4, SWB, INSULAT
ION blown in
sional service. U In acper month. Call 753-1914 UNIQUE 3 BR, 2 bath
1980 PONTIAC automatic, air, good by Sears.
NEW shipment of
attach with chopper and rasp bar good rubTVA
apcounting with IS yews
or 753-2649.
home with great room
Firebird, blue, auto- condition. Call 759-4476 proved.
Wheel Horse lawn
ber - 715 IH combine - Honeycutt floating
Save
on
those
experience In preparing
NOW renting extra on large shaded lot. 3 matic, p.s., p.b.. t-tops, after 5p.m.
mowers. 8 H.P. rear
high htating and cool
cutter bar cab & air - 4 row corn head.
persenel, blielness 011.11
large 2 BR apt. Availa- mites east of town
low mileage, sharp car, 1983 CHEVY 510
engine riders to 17 H.P.
ing bills. Call Sears
farm returns.
TRUCKS: 1975 1600 Load Star 15' grain
ble March 1st. Call within sight of East
good condition. Priced L.W.B., p.s., p.b.. 4- 753
twin cly. We have them
- 2310 for free
.4 West and Oaks Rd.
Embassy Apt. 753-3530.
School. $32,500. Owner to sell. 759-4573.
truck 4-2 transmission 900 - 20 rubber
speed, 2.8 V-6, candy estimate.
all. Best service in
Coll 753-3215 for aptown! Stokes Tractor,
1 or 2 bedroom Apart- will finance at 10.50%
1981 DODGE Omni, 4 apple red. Good condi22XXX actual miles one owner - 1974
pointment day or night.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Industrial Road, 753ment near downtown
I
dr., 4 spd., good condi- tion. Make offer. Phone
ft
Chevrolet grain truck 16' bed 4-2 trans one
Sawmill on Poor Farm
down
1319.
489-2481.
payment
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
tion. $2275. Call 762-4051.
753 8848
Rd. Buyer of standing
owner
- 1972 White grain truck 151A2 bed 5-2
762-6650.
1984 CHEVY Silverado,
timber. Call 753 7528.
transmission 900 rubber - 1980 Ford 4x4
14,000 miles, loaded,
TAKING applications
250 one owner.
short wheel base. Call JOINER'S complete
for Section 8. Rent
tree service, 32 yrs.
753-5216.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
FIELD EQUIPMENT: Nice J.D. Wheat
experi
ence.
Also,
BR. Apply Hilldale
'76 DATSUN pickup, 300
drill model 8200 18 shoots - like new 7000
stumps
mechanic
ally
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
miles on rebuilt engine.
J.D. 4 row planter with no till attachment
E qual Housine
tool box, bed cap, many removed 10" below
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
surface. Call 753-03-66
with seed monitor & mounted 220 gal. tank
Opportunity.
new
parts.
Excellen
t
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
mech. cond. $1500 firm.
& spray rig - an anhydrous applicator 8
OVER
34. Houses for Rent
Call 759-9661.
times with 5 H.P. Pump - 300 gal. trailer
20 YEARS
'79 GMC Jimmy, 4
2 BEDROOM country
spray rig with Pump - 2 grain wagons EXPERIENCE
A private gun collection including 27
wheel drive, hard top.
home, $275 monthly
•
4 row Birch cultivator - 4 row thrifty
well equipped, good
beautiful collector items. A detailed list
with $500 damage decultivator - 5 bottom 16" J.D. breaking
•
condition. Call 354-6708.
posit. Hwy. 1346 and 6
available by calling the auctioneer. Many fine
plow - 171
.
2' Krause disc double fold mile
Rd.
'85
CHEVY
marker.
ton,
1
SWB,
Call
Free
•
Estimates
coins from a private collection. Antiques and
437-4953 Ed Maness.
6.2 liter diesel. 20.000
55.-6" Mayrath grain auger - 13' Dunham
759-1983
primitives, more than 140 pieces of fine antimiles, has reefer body.
NICE 2 bedroom unlear cultimulcher - 2 row 3 point tobacco
que furniture and many primitive itemswill seperate. 753-6149
furnished brick, 8 mi.
setter with barrels - app. 100 wooden
MARK Jet ton
or 753-8512.
SE of Murray. Married
commercial refrigerator-deep freeze and a new
Construction tobacco
•• • • • • •••• •••••• •
tobacco scaffolds - 7' Ford cycle mover couples, deposit, re10' black mesh dish with all accessories.
barns, pole barns, ad51. Campers
2 blade disc plow -5 bottom J.D. Plow 18'
ferences. Call 492-8594.
ditions, roofing etc. Call
25 FT. 1982 Shasta, self 435-4435.
disc 11 shank chisel plow - 4 row case
36. For Rent or Lease
contained, excellent
planter - 2-4 row cultivators Ford 3 bottom
MOBILE
HQME
REP
condition, used 40 days.
60 ACRES farm land 3
plow - 10' Birch disc - 6' Roto cutter AIR
and
preventat
ive
$5700. Call 759-4501.
miles east of Murray.
***FARM MACHINERY***
8' wheat drill - 6 tobacco scaffolds trailers
POP-UP camper, maintenance. Roofs,
Call 759-4694
floors, plumbing, wiring,
- 2 row cultivator with side dressing atSATURDAY. MARCH 15, 1986
sleeps-5, gas stove.
37. Livestock -Supplies
200 PM
refrigerator, excellent hurricane straps. No iob
tachments - 4 5 Farm wagons - 12' Ford
RAIN OR SHINE
too small. 7594850.
conditio
n. $650. Call
disc - IH 470 disc wing fold - 11 shank
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
COMPLETELY red
EDDIE HEATH-OWNER
MR.
Quiks
DeliAry
753-8809
Brahman bull, 13
chisel
plow with gauge wheels - 5 bottom
Service
fix up your
SEDALIA, KENTUCKY
The City of Murray, Kentucky will accept
months old, $650.
road or drive. Re
semi mount plow 6 row J.D. cultivator 5 2. Boats-Motors
sealed bids for the construction of approxSale Location At The South Edge Of Sedalia.
Brahman heifers, ready.
asonable rates. Red
4 row Birch cultivator - 12' Brillion
14 CHEROKEE fishing
Just Off Hwy 381 On The Walker Road
to breed starting at
imately 8,800 feet of 12" Water Main,8,500
gravel 16 ton $58 De
cultimulcher - like new 285 bu Tri State
boat, wide semi-V.
$425.
1970
slant
6
Dodge,
Case 1070 Fender Tractor. 18 0-38 Rubber. 2 Hyd
livered. Sand. red
-feet of 8" Gravity Sewer Main and 12,000
trailer. 20 h.p. Johnson
grain cart with auger - IH 510 wheat drill
new tires, new brakes,
Valves, 1850 Hours. SN 8800568•John Deere 1530 Diegravel. Call 753 5353.
feet of 6" Sewer Force Main and a Sewer
motor and trolling mogood running condition.
18 shoot - A.C. no till 8 row plantigr - IH
sel. Spin Out Wheels. Remote Valve. 2100 Hours. SN
NEED
work
on
your
tor. Call 753-4965.
Lift Station at the Murray-Calloway Coun$850 or trade for good
118172 • International 200 Farmall, Fast Hitch, SN
4 row planter with monitor and srray attrees? Topping, prun
farm equipment. 47417 1.2' CHRYSLER
ty Industrial Site on U.S. 641 North of Mur11636. Equipped With 2 Row Cultivator. 2 Bottom Plow.
ing, shaping, complete
tachments - 1500 gal. Poly water tank bass
8884.
boat.
40
h.p.
John6 Disc And Sickle Mower• Massey 4rguson 010 Gas
ray, Kentucky. Bids will be received by the
removal and more Cali
150
gal. saddle tanks complete - fuel tanks
son,
heavy
duty
easy
Combine Cab 13 Quick Attach PJatform. SN 17827•
City of Murray, City Clerks Office, 5th &
38. Pets-Supplies
loading trailer, plus all BOVER'S TREE
- 3 point spray rig - 2 row tobacco setter
Case 8 Wheel Disc • 2 Row 3 Pt Spring Shank CulSERVIC
E
for
Pro
Poplar Streets, until 3:00 p.m., CST, March
accessories & new
tivator w 2 Row Side Dresser•IHC 4 Row 3 Pt Rotary
GOLDEN Retriever
- 2 prong 3 point ripper - 3 point hay needepth finder Call 435- fessional tree care
27, 1986 and then at said office publicly
Hoe• Big B 6 - 3 Pt Rotary Cutter• Athens 16' Wing
AKC puppies, wormed
dle - new wick bar still in box.
753
0338
4434.
Fold
Disc
•
Thrifty 4 Row Spring Shank Cultivator•4.
& shots, excellent huntopened and read aloud. The Contract
This is an open sale. More equipment exODD
job
speciali
st,
Wheel
1974
GLASSTR
Farm
ON, walk
Wagon•1000 Gallon Water Tank•200 Galing bloodline, $100
Documents may be examined at the followpected by sale date. Auction held
lon Fuel Tank •Two-Tobacco Bale Boxes• Airco 200
through windshield ski ceiling fans, electrical,
Phone 615-232-7882.
ing locations.
Amp WASP-DC-TE Portable Welder Engine Driven
boat. 70 H.P. Johnson. plumbing, fencing You
regardless of weather. Complete settle43. Real Estate
Welding Generator Power Plant • 1966 Chevy 2 Ton
excellent condition. name it, I do it You
ment day of sale with good check, cash or
Office of Murray Utilities
buy, I install
Grain Truck w 2 Speed
You
$2700. Call 759-9739.
INVESTMENT opporbank letter of credit to the auction company
break.
Andrus Drive
I
fix
Call
436
1983 CREST III 24'
TERMS Complete Settlement Day Of Sale"
tunity. We have listed
to unknown buyers.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
pontoon boat full de- 2868.
for sale several duplex
For Information Contact
PAINTING
Paper
Auctioneers Note: Mr. Butterworth has
luxe
furniture,
50
h
p
apartments and a
GRW Engineers, Inc.
Eddie Heath 502-328-8793
Evinrude motor with hanging, commerical or
kept his equipment in the shed and well
variety of other rental
residenti
al
801 Corporate Drive
Free es
hydraulic lift Depth
FOR SALE BY PRIVATE NEGOTIATION
Income porperty, both
maintained. For more information Phone
finder, camping en- timates References 25
Lexington, Kentucky 40503
58 Acres Located On The Walker Road
residential & commer5412-415-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky. Not respon•
years
experi
closure.
ence,
Call
436-2289
Near
The
South Edge Of Sedalia KY
cial. Phone Kopperud
sible for accidents.
Tremon Farris 759 1987
Builders Exchange of Louisville
after 6p.m.
This Farm Is Practically All Tillable And Is In A High
Realty 753-1222.
1984
State
MODEL
Sale conducted by
Of
3595 Dutchman's Lane
Cultivation
hydra
Improveme
STUMP
REMOVAL
nts Consist Of A 2
kOPPERUD Realty
Story Partially Remodeled Home A Four Year Old
Sport, 115 h p Johnson SERVICE
Louisville, Kentucky 40205
offers a complete range
motor, fully equipped
32 x72 3 Tier Tobacco Barn That Houses 5 Acres Of ToMechanically removed
of Real Estate services
GRW Engineers, Inc.
bacco A Second Tobacco Barn That Houses 2 Acres Of
Call 753-6600 or 753-3083
10 inches below the
with a wide selection of
Tobacco
Plus
Other
Out
Buildings
CANOE
There Is Natural Gas
2100 Gardiner Lane, Suite 216
for sale
surface, no damage to
quality home in the city
To The Farm A 4 Well And Has A Great Deal Of Road
Aluminum 17 -foot surrounding lawn
Louisville, Kentucky 40205
& in the county. All
Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Frontage
Oauchita Float seats &
Larry Wood 753 0211 or
price ranges. .Phone
Licensed and Bonded in Ky. and Tenn. 01281
paddies included Call 1 443 8682.
F. W. Dodge Corporation
753-1222 for courteous,
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
759-1663 after 2p.m
TRASH pickup county
2525 Harrodsburg Road
competent Real Estate
PONT
OON
boat.
Darrell
service.
wide.
$7
Beane - App. Auctioneer
per
We
month.
make buyOne Paragon Centre-Suite 230
"1.4. AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
$1800 00 28' Riviera
ing & selling Real
Prompt weekly service
Lexington, Kentucky 40608
FANCY
FARM
KENTUCKY 42066
Cruise, electric live Estate easy for you.
Joe Pat Phillips
(502) 623-8466 OR 1502) 623-6388
well, depth finder. 489 2477.
PRICED for Investors:
Associated General Contractors
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES
plenty storage space. TREES trimmed or
2 excellent student ren1930 North 13th Street
and other extras. Owner removed
tal opportunities within
Also, yard
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
must sell, can be seen at work.
walking distance of
Experienced
Darnell
Marine
on
94
University. Brick exCopies of the Contract Documents may
Free estimates Call
East.
terior at $57,000
436 2690
be obtained at the Office of GRW
(probably qualifies as
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
WET BASEMENT? We
53 Services Offered
Engineers, Inc., located at 801 Corporate
fraternity or sorority I
make wet baoments
Check
Our
Drive, Lexington, Kentucky 40503 upon
and cedar style mason
LEE'S CARPET
dry. Work completely
Saturday, March 22 at 10
at
City & Suburban
ite (just reduced to
CLEANING
payment of a non-refundable fee of $50 for
For all
guaranteed
Call or
$37,5001.
Both
your
James
roomy.
carpet
Mitchenson Farm in Dex4
Homeow
&
upholst
ner's
write Morgan Con
each set. This project will be subject to the
or 5 bedrooms, 2 bath.
cry cleaning For a free
struction Co RI 2. Box
prevailing wage rate and Equal Employter. Ky.
Rates
fireplace. Zoned R•3
estimate call 753 5827.
409A, Paducah, Ky
ment Opportunity requirements establishand R-4. May easily
This Is- an open sale to local
Satisfied
reference
Call
s
42001 or call 1 442 7026
115 S. 13th
divide to multiple apared by the U.S. Department of Labor. The
LICENSED Electrician
farmer
WE
s.
do
repair
re
&
Dr. Tom Hopkins
tments. Call or kick
Murray, Ky.
City of Murray, Kentucky reserves the
for residential and
finishing of furniture
yourself tomarro%
Phone 435-4144
42071
commercial Heating
(502)753-6202
right to accept the lowest and best bid and
Also. have some lovely
James Hart 753 1492
and air condition, gas
antique
items
for
sale
reject any or all bids submitted.,
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
installation and repair
Phone 492 8714 Hubert
Realtors.
Phont 753 7203
Coles Antique Shop
FERGUSON tractor 30,
excellent condition,
plow and 5 ft. bushhog.
Call 436-2289 after 6p.m.

ROSS
ROOFING

Rex Camp
Backhoe-,
Service

753-9224

Murray's
Oldest
and Largest

Farm Machineiy

Auction

FOR

, 753-0414

Onurrs

AUCTION

Saturday March 15th
at 10:30
At the Auction Mart
in Kuttawa, Ky.

MOVED:
•
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
•
BEHIND BUNNY BREAD
•
• MURRAY, KY.
753-5940 •

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

AUCTION

Cash, Todd,& Thomas White
Auctioneers

Dan Miller
Auction Service

JAMES R. CASH

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Farm Equipment
. Auction
a.m.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

•

I
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Richard Lee Humphries

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Neva Miller

William iBill) Cutchin
Graveside services
for William (Bill) Cutchin were today at 11
a.m. at Murray t'ity
Cemetery. Dr. David C.
Roos officiated.
Max Churchill
Funeral Home was in
chargeof
arrangements.
Mr. Cutchin, 69, of
Fern Terrace Lodge
died Sunday at 6:41 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway

County Hospital.
Mrs. Neva Miller, 81,
He was a member of died. Monday at 11!30
First Christian Church. p.m. at her home at po2
Born July 7. 1916, in North 18th St., Murriy.
Graves County, he was
She was a member of
the son of the late Carli- Northside Baptist
sle Cutchin and Georgia Church. Born April 27,
Stanfill Cutchin.
1904, in Calloway CounSurvivors include two ty, she was the daughter
brothers, Stanfill Cut-_.. the late Walter Blakechin and wife, Be — ly and Essie Hargrove
nn., Blakely.
Chattanooga,
• chin and
and Bill
Survivors are her huswife. Betsy. Afton. Okla. band, Houston Miller, to
whom she was married
on Oct. 25. 1924; one
daughter, Mrs. L.A.
View Nursing Home.
(Ann) Jones, 803 North
and Mrs. Mary Craig, 19th St., Murray; two
Evansville, Ind.: one
sisters. Mrs. Lorene
nephew, Mark Hawks,
Byers and Mrs.
Evansville. Ind.;
several cousins.
Services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. in
The funeral for Louis
the chapel of Miller
Washburn will be
H.
Funeral Home, Hazel.
The Rev. Coy Garrett •Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
will officiate. Mrs. the chapel of Max ChurOneida White will be chill Funeral Home. Officiating will be the Rev.
pianist and soloist.
William McKinney and
Pallbearers wit be bill the Rev Wayne Stalls.
Ed Hendon, Hardiman
Pallbearers will be
Miller. Danny Pittman, - Billy D. Washburn,
Grundy Falwell. Terry Alfred Jones, Joe C.
Housden and Herbert Oakley, Robert McKinBrent Clayton.
ney, Willard Knotts,
Burial will follow in Johnny Clements. Joe
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery. -A. Oakley and Jerry
Friends may call at Washburn.
Burial will follow in
the funeral home after 6
Murray City Cemetery.
p.m. Wednesday.

Calvin Wilson
Calvin Wilson, 89. of
Rt. 2, Hazel, died today
at 4 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. He had been a
patient at West View
Nursing Home.
He was a member of
Mt. Pleasant
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Born Aug. 31, 1896, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Joseph Newton Wilson
and Ellanora Nix
Wilson.
One son, Joe Brown
Wilson, was killed in action with Armed Forces
in World War
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Beds Brown
Wilson, West View Nursing Home; two sisters,
Mrs. Annie Perry, West

Christine Graham. Rt.
8
Murray; two
brothers, Keys Blakely,
Rt. 1, Murray, and R.W.
Blakely. 1514 Glendale
Rd.. Murray; a sisterin-law, Mrs. Lavelle
Laudermilk,
Shelbyville. Tenn.; one
grandson, Donald M.
Jones and wife. Sherry.
ftt,4, Murray.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 6
p.m. tonight (Tuesday).

Services for Mrs.
Burial will follow in
Estelle Butterworth will
Murray Memorial
be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
Gardens.
in the chapel of BlalockFriends may call at
the funeral home after 4
Coleman Funeral
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Home. Harold Irvan and
James Thomasson will
Mrs. Butterworth, 74,
of Rt. 1, Murray. died
officiate.
The song service will
Monday at 9:50 a.m. at
be by members of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Williams Chapel Church
She is survived by her
of Christ, where she was
husband, Osro Buttera member, with Billy
Dan Orr as leader.worth; five daughters,
Active and honorary
Mrs. Sue McMillen,
pallbearers will be Mrs. Annette Wilson,
Jamey McMillen, Russ Mrs. Peggy Pasrish,
Wilson. Robbie Parrish, Mrs. Wiley Morris and
Ricky Butterworth, Mrs. Joan Orr; three
Mickey Butteworth, sons, Jimmy, Jackie
Garry Morris, Dale Orr, and Pat Butterworth;
Jeff Butterworth, Ran- three sisters, Mrs. Hatdy McMillen, David tie Lee Galloway, Mrs.
McMillen. John Jo Tidwell and Mrs.
Friends may call at the McMillen, Roger Par- Mattie Riley; 24 grandrish, Mike Orr and Joey children: 16 greatfuneral home.
Mr. Washburn, 73, Rt. Butterworth, all' grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.
1, Dexter, died Sunday grandsons.
at 12:40 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his - The funeral for Louie Lodge No. 567 Free and
wife, Mrs. Rebecca Franklin Nimmo- was Accepted Masons. He
Morris Wilson; one Monday at 2 p.m. in the was a retired mechanic
daughter. Mrs. Sheila chapel of Filbeck and for West Kentucky
Warmath; two sons. Cann Funeral Home, Rural Electric
Danny and Gerald Benton. Officiating Cooperative Corp.
Washburn; one brother, were the Rev. Randy
Survivors are his
Martin Luther Shelton,:
wife, Mrs. Agnes NimWashburn; seven
Burial .was in Horn mo; two foster children,
grandchildren; two Cemetery.
Diana Watkins and Joey
great-grandchildren.
Mr. Nimmo, 74, of Rt. Watkins, Hardin; two
1, Hardin, died Saturday sisters, Mrs. Lelah Henat 9:45 p.m. at Western son and Mrs. Lucille
Baptist Hospital, Lovett, Benton; three
NYACK, N.Y.(AP) —
Paducah.
. brothers. Lonnie NimComedian Myron
He was a member of mo and Levi Nimmo,
more
who
Cohen.
for
149% + 1%
Olive Baptist Church Benton. and Lue Nim65 +1
/
2 than a quarter of a cen- and of Hardin-Berkley
mo, Fort Myers, Fla.
audiences
humored
19/
1
2 +/
1
2 tury
stories
in
told
with
39%
30 iflic dialect, has died of
653/4 .4.i/4 heart failure at Nyack
48 unc Hospital. He was 83.
-Cohen, who died Mon963/ +%
45% unc d a y , had worn a
I
29 +1 pacemaker - for some.
7
3,
4
23
12
5
3/
/4
8 time and suffered a
heart attack in
1
2 +% September, said his
37/
Call 753-0153 or 492-8738
17% unc nurse, Vivian
for
directions to playing field.
7.30 Stowbridge. She took
him to the hospital from
Bring a first time player
his home in nearby New
STREET
and play FREE with this ad!
City earlier that day.

Louis H. Washburn

J.J.B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barren
Dollar Gen. Store .
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

Mrs. Estelle Butterworth

4 10.06
73/
1
4 •3is
;
4 + 14,
243
22% +
35% +%
39% + 1,8
183/4- +
19 11/2
533/6 +1
72/
1
4 -144
69% +
/
4
78% -1
77% 4.1%
43% +/
1
4
337
/
8 +%

WOODMAN BUILDING
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
I:.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

Louie Nimmo

Myron Cohen

The Woodland Sports
•

is Moving!

300 MAPLE
753-3366

No clutching, no shifting! Sniti.ah one-lever control of
speed and direction with new 12' .-hp 165 and 17-hp 185
Tractors. 165 has 38-ui. cut and 185 has 38- or 46-in.
cut. Sector-and-pinion steering. Safety starung_ Tilt seat.
Low fuel indicator. Rear bagger ay ailable.

John Deere 300 Series Tractor

They offer more
than the price tag
protnises

Funeral and burial arrangements are
Incomplete.

gRay Milland
TORRANCE, Calif.
Milland, who learned
(AP) — Ray Milland, only within the last few
who played opposite months that he had
some of Hollywood's top cancer, died in his sleep
female stars in the 19408 Monday at Torrance
and won an-Oscar for his MedicaI Center, said
portrayal of a agent Ronnie Leif. He
tormented alcoholic in was admitted Friday,
"The Lost Weekend," said hospital
has died of cancer at spokeswoman Carmela
age 78.
Welte.

No Money Down

$183°°

per month"

1986 Chevrolet Cavalier
4 Door, automatic trawl-T=451pr), power
steering, power brakes, air, white wall
tires, radio.

Dwain Taylor

Chevrolet, Inc.
Murray, Ky.

502-753-2617

'Based or o 60 mon* closed e -d lea,,
,o;,• .0.
monthly poscre- •

$200 to
$1000

John Deere offers a choice o19 models — 10 10120 hp.
gas or diesel, hydrostatic or varLible-sperd drive. and
cutting width of 38, 46. 50 or 60 inches. Triple-saiety
starting guards against accidental starts. 11elded steel
fraiTle provides durability. Built-in headhghts. Cohn,coded controls. Roomy operator's area with 2-position
footrests and cushioned seat. Wide range of attachments available.

Our frames separate
the tractors from
the toys 5.

)
4'
MI Pt

1

Instant in-Store Rebate
on any JOHN DEERE
Lawn & Garden Tractor
In Stock Through March 21

These
tractors have
backbone. Fulllength welded steel
frames with C-channel siderails. No twits or rivets to loosen.
No lightweight metal. These are
tough enough for heavy work See us
about them.

Rugged and reliable. The 20-hp 420 has a 2-cylinder
gasoline engine. The 20-hp 430 has a 3-cylinder hyoidVfMtled diesel engine Both are built to handle extra-tough
pibs. Standard equipment includes heavy-duty dnvetratn.
welded steel frame. differential lock. Plus power
steering. hydrostatic drive, hydraulic lift and 26-inch
- turnutg radius. Mowers, tiller, thatcher, front blade,
snow blower and :Menai
collection systems available.

1011Mo0llt•I

daughter, Mrs. Jerlene
Sullivan of Murray.

Lawn&Leisure
Supe

20-hp Tractors

Our 300 Series
Tractors are lower pnced
than our top-of-the-line 400s But they ,•harr• Q•everal
of their features. Like hydrostatic drive that gives
You one-lever, no-clutch control. Tight 26-in. turning
radius. Hydraulic equipment hit plus front hvdraulvs.
midFuR-length welded steel franw 38-. 46- ex
mount or 50-tn rear-mount mowers. Many other.
attachments. 16- and 18-hp 316 and 318..or 16-hp
330 diesel. 2-year limited warranties See
how Much more you get for your money.

Mrs. Muriel Kaufman
of Paducah died this
morning after surgery
at Western Baptist
Hospital there.
Survivors include her

Lawn and
Garden Tractors

John Deere 300 and 400 Series Tractors

90 Days
Same As Cash

Mrs. Muriel Kaufman

Your John Deere

All Seasons Lawn & Leisure
First Anniversary Sale
Hydrostatic
Lawn Tractors

Fin-al r11a rur
Mr. -Hum-phife-1,-Richard Lee Humphries died Monday at 5 a.m. at
are today at 2 p.m. in his home,1631 Hamilton
the chapel of Max Chur- Ave., Murray.
chill Funeral Home.The
Rev. Bob Dotson is ofHe is survived by his
ficiating and Mrs. wife, Mrs. Ruby Story
Oneida White is organist Humphries; one son,
and soloist.
Dean Humphries; one
Pallbearers are Bill granddaughter, Miss
Adarns, James Washer, Donna Humphries;
Earl Outland, Charles three sisters, Mrs. Ruth
Robinson, Steve Story McNeely, Mrs.
and Will D. Thornton.
Margaret Jones and
Burial will follow in Mrs. Opal Arnett; one
Story's Chapel niece, Mrs. Sandy
Cemetery.
Johns.

When John Deere
builds an
economy rider,
only the price is
stripped down.
For th‘ unix of an ordinary
ntierOu ..an have e John
lfeere "R" Senes The R7o
and electnc-start R72 with
5-hp engine. Or the new.
*tars start 1492 with 11-hp
r
enprow All have
speed
gt ar-dine transnussil in ind
.-utting width Plus
sector-end-pirron steering
*and 7711'0 bulling I-atm,
Full-length weldhl -"terl ir en*.
C.alor-coded ..vintrols Ki1 n't,- •
bushel rear bodge Aldine.

)4,
ROM MISS.

ALL
SEASONS
LAWN &
LEISURE
205 North Fourth
Murray

753-4110

